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1 I INTRODUCTION 

In the past decades durability of materials, service life of building constructions, and life-cycle 

costs have been important topics in building research. The durability of a material and/or 

construction may be regarded as its resistance against deterioration caused by attacks from its 

environment. This deterioration may exhibit itse lf in various forms , e .g .. in the case of 

masonry by decolouring of the surface (visual damage) , cracking, chipping, or desintegration 

of brick and/or mortar (visual and mechanical damage). 

Based on a probabilistic approach, the durability may be predicted [BEK92]. If sufficient data 

are available, such a method will predict the decrease of condition with time (e.g., [CU R93]). 

Based on such predictions, service life and life-cycle costs can be determined and management 

decisions can be made with respect to maintenance, restoration or renovation. However, these 

predictions are based on existing materials and constructions. Therefore no prediction can be 

made for new types of materials and constructions or different environmental conditions ( e.g. , 

other climate, contaminated rain , and pollution). 

Looking at the various deterioration mechanisms, however, it is clear that moisture plays a 

dominant role. It enters by, e .g., driving (contaminated) rain, condensation , run off from roof 

and facade and/or capillary rise of ground water. In addition water may enter by failure of 

water services and flooding. Water will transport contaminants such as soluble sa lts. If wet, 

the material can become susceptible to freezing damage. It may also act as a substrate for the 

growth of bacteria. fungi. or algae with possible physical and chemical damages, but a lso 

possible health risks. A large fraction of the absorbed water will leave a material again 

because of drying. While a material is drying salt crystallisation may occur at the surface. 

causing defacing (efflorescence). or just under the surface, where it may cause structural 

damages. e.g ., delamination, surface chipping. or desintegration. 

Often it is tried to determine durability by means of accelerated aging tests in the laboratory. 

In these tests cyclic conditions are app li ed in which a specific degradati on mec hani sm is 

dominant. e.g .. free ze-thaw tes t. However. it is not always possible to relate the accelerated 
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test to natural deterioration as found in outdoor-exposure; a material that performs well in the 

accelerated aging test may perform poorly in practice and vice versa. Often the exact 

degradation processes are not clear or not well understood. As a consequence, there are 

different aging tests which aim to test durability in relation to the same degradation 

mechanism, e.g., freeze-thaw tests: NEN 2872, DIN 52252, ASTM C67. Another problem is 

that the combination of two durable materials, e.g., brick and mortar combined to masonry , 

may perform poorly. This is caused by the interaction between these materials, i.e., moisture 

will migrate from brick to mortar and vice versa. In figure 1.1 a schematic diagram of 

possible approaches to durability research is given. 

brick 

maintenance 

model 

mortar 

product 
development 

building design 

mechanisms 

Figure I. I: Schematic diagram of'possible approaches to durability research of masomy 

From the discussion above it may be clear that a good knowledge of the various degradation 

processes associated with durability cannot be obtained when the moisture transport is not 

sufficiently understood. Such a knowledge is needed to develop better accelerated tests. Apart 

2 
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from thi s, it can give info rmation for prevention and restoratio n. Mo re insight into moi sture 

transport may also give ri se to adjusted techno logy and building design. Mo reover. it can give 

in for mation fo r the justificati on of probabili stic model s. 

The scope o f thi s thes is is to study the mo isture transport in porous building materi a ls, as a 

first step towards understanding o f the assoc iated deteri oration mechani sms. Thi s study 

concentrates on isotherma l mo isture transport. Since in the Netherl ands more than 90% o f the 

ex terio r wall s o f dwellings consists o f unpl astered masonry, spec ia l attenti o n is g iven to 

moisture transport in bricks. mortar. and the ir co mbination in masonry. 

T he mo isture transport in saturated porous media was first described by Darcy [DAR 56] in 

1856. More or less complete studies concerning mo isture transpo rt in no n-saturated porous 

media started after 1950. Among the class ical studi es are those o f Philip and de Vries l PHI 57, 

VR1 58J , Luikov [L Ul66J. and Berger and Pei [B ER73]. Later Whitaker [WII177) and Bear 

I BEA90) provided a more fund amental bas is fo r the equati ons governin g mo isture and heat 

transpo rt in porous media on basis of vo lume-averaging techniques. T he objecti ve o f 

chapter 2 is to g ive a brie f survey o f the theory of isotherma l moisture transport in porous 

media . The most relevant assumptions and limitati ons will be given. as we ll as the resulting 

diffusio n model. In thi s mode l a ll mechani sms fo r transport are combined into a sing le 

moisture di ffusiv ity, w hich is dependent on the ac tual mo isture content. 

For the present study, it was decided to determine the mo isture diffusivity directl y fro m 

moisture profiles as measured during vario us transport processes, i.e., drying and absorptio n. 

It has been shown that Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (N MR) and scanning neut ron radi ography 

o ffe r powerful techniques to measure these mo isture profil es in a non-destructi ve way 

fGU M79, G RO89). O f these techniques NMR offe rs the best sensiti vity, since it selecti ve ly 

probes the hydrogen atoms. However, co mplicati ons occur if the materi a ls under in vesti gation 

contain large amo unts o f paramagneti c ions. as is the case fo r most build ing materi als. 

There fore an NMR apparatus was designed that was especifically suited to study the mo isture 

transpo rt in these types of materi a l. In addition measurements were per fo rmed using neut ron 

scanning radiography, in orde r to verify results fo und by N MR. Bo th instruments will be 

di scussed in chapter 3. 

C hapter 4 di scusses the applications of, in part icular, the NMR instrument fo r measuring the 

3 
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moisture profiles during water absorption and drying of various building materials, i.e. , soft 

mud machine moulded fired-clay brick , mortar, sand-lime brick, and gypsum plaster. Based 

on the measured profiles, the moisture diffusivity of the materials under investigation is 

determined as a function of the moisture content, both for water absorption and drying. A new 

method is presented to determine the moisture diffusivity for drying at low moisture contents, 

where the moisture transport is dominated by vapour transport. 

In masonry brick and mortar are bonded, and these will therefore interact. The results of 

preliminary studies of the moisture transport across the brick/mortar interface are presented 

in chapter 5. 

Finally, chapter 6 includes the main conclusions and suggestions for future research. 

4 



21 MOISTURE TRANSPORT IN POROUS MEDIA 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

A porous material consists of a solid-matrix and void-spaces, which are both intercon

nected. In principle, the equations for the various transport phenomena could be written at 

the microscopic level , i.e. , the pore scale (fired-clay brick has a typical pore size of the 

order of I µm). The equations for the various transport phenomena can, however, gen

erally not be solved on a microscopic level , since the geometry of the porous medium and 

the distribution of the phases is not observable and/or too complex to describe. Apart from 

this, a microscopic modeling of the moisture transport as such has hardly any practical 

relevance: a description of the moisture transport at a macroscopic level is needed. By 

volume averaging of the various transport equations at the microscopic level , the govern

ing equations at the macroscopic level can be obtained. A full description of the volume 

averaging techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found in various refer

ences, e.g., [WHl77], [SLA81], and [BEA90]. The quantities derived at the macroscopic 

level are continuous and measurable. The macroscopic coefficients in the governing equa

tions will be material coefficients, which are related to geometrical properties of the 

material (Note that these 'material coefficients' are also dependent on the physical prop

erties of water). 

In this chapter only the most relevant assumptions will be given, together with the diffu

sion model adopted for describing the isothermal moisture transport. This diffusion model 

is a mathematical description of the moisture transport on the macroscopic level , in which 

all mechanisms for mass transport are combined into a single moisture diffusivity which is 

dependent on the actual moisture content. 

In order to define average quantities at the macroscopic level, a characteristic volume is 

needed. This volume has to contain so many pores that it will give statistically meaningful 

averages. Bear [BEA90] introduces the so-called Representative Elementary Volume 

5 
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(REV). From a sta ti stical approach he derives a lower limit for the characteristic length of 

a cubic REV for porosity (for fired-clay brick the lower limit is of the order of 0.05 mm 

for a maximum error of 2%). On the other hand, the REV for porosity sho uld be smaller 

than the length sca le corresponding to the macroscop ic porosity gradient. 

averaging volume 

air/vapour mixture 

Figure 2. 1 Schematic two dimensional representation of a non-saturated porous material. 

(No te that in this two dimensional representation only the void-.1pace.1· are interconnected) 

If a REV can be identified, the porosity , n. of the porous medium is g iven by: 

V +V n == r,m r,d (2.1) 
v, 

where V,_,,, is the volume of the multiple interconnected pores and V, d is the volume of the 

dead-end pores within the volume V, of the REV. (I solated pores are not considered). 

As the transport will predominantly take place via the interconnected pores, an effective 

porosity, I\n . can be de fined: 

V 
n = ~ err y 

r 

(2.2) 

For the di scussion of the mo isture transport in thi s chapter the assumption will be made 

that there are no dead-end pores present in the porous medium, i.e ., n = ncrr . 

6 
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With respect to moisture transport the following components can be identifi ed: 

- liquid water 

- water vapour 

- adsorbed water at pore walls. also called bound water 

- air 

The vo lumetri c content. 8a , of the component a is given by: 

(2.3) 

where V,.,, is the volume of the component a within the volume V, of the REV. 

Note that the vo lumetric vapour content, 0, . represents the volume of liquid water present 

within a volume as vapour and 

(2.4) 

2.2 SATURATED POROU S MEDI UM 

For the transport in a porous medium saturated with liquid water (0 1 = n) the following 

simplifying assumptions will be made: 

(A I) the solid matrix is ri gid, macroscopicall y isotropic and homogeneous ('v' n = 0), and 

inert. 

(A2) water is a Newtonian fluid (linear viscous fluid ) and its mass density is constant. 

(A3) the fl ow is microscopicall y isochori c. 

(A4) the grav itati onal effect on the transpo rt is negli gible . 

(AS) the ·no-slip ' condition at the water/solid matri;; is , ,did. 

(A6) the f'r ict ion fo rce. due to momentum transkr at the so li d- \\ atcr intcr litce. is much 

large r than both the inertial force or the wah.:r and its internal viscous l'ricti on due to 

fl ow. 

The water transport on the microscopic level can be described by the Na,·ier-Stokes equa

tion. By volume averaging of the vari ous quanti ti es in th is equat ion. wking in to uccount 

7 
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the interactions with the so lid-matrix, the macroscopic volumetric flux of liquid water can 

be obtained: 

(2,5) 

In thi s equati on k1 is the permeability. µ 1 the dynamic viscosity of liquid water and p the 

macroscopic pressure. T he permeability k1 is the on ly parameter re lated to parameters 

describing the microscopic geometrical configuration of the vo id space and has to be deter

mined experimentall y. Equation 2.5 is called Darcy's law and was first proposed on basis 

of experiments [DAR56). 

2.3 NON-SATURATED POROUS M EDI UM 

In addition to the assumptions made fo r a saturated medium, the following simplifying 

assumptions will be made for the description of the moisture transport in a non-saturated 

porous medium : 

(A 7) There are two immisc ible fluid s present; a wetting fluid (water) and a non-wetting 

fluid (gas). This gas consist of a binary ideal gas mi xture of water vapour and air. 

(A8) the water is pure, i.e .. the influence of salts and other contaminants is negli gibl e. 

(/\9) a local thermodynamic eq uilibrium between water and vapour ex ists throughout the 

porous medi um . 

(A I 0) macroscopically the air is at atmospheric pressure throughout the porous med ium or 

the pressure gradient can be neg lected. 

As a conseq uence of the interfac ial ten sion a curved inter face between a two immi scible 

fluid s may give ri se to a discontinuity in fluid pressure. The pressure difference between 

air and water is call ed the capillary pressure. Assuming a constant interfaei al tension, Yw.a , 

the capi llary pressure at the microscopic leve l. p''" . is given by the Laplace fo rmul a: 

P~ = -yw,a (~ + ~ ) 
r r 

(2.6) 

where r' and r" arc the two principa l radii or the curvature o r the m1 croscop1 c liquid 

8 
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water/air surface . For most inorganic porous building materials the capillary pressure for 

water is negati ve, and hence water absorbs in these materials . 

The macroscopic capillary pressure is the difference of the average pressures of air and 

water. Because the pores all have different dimensions and shapes, the water will di stribute 

itse lf within the pores at each macroscopic pressure until an equilibrium condition is 

established. As a result the macroscopic capillary pressure is a function of the liquid water 

content: 

(2.7) 

where 01 is the liquid water content, p, the macroscopic pressure of the air, and p" the 

macroscopic pressure of the water in the porous medium. The relation between the 

macroscopic capillary pressure and the moi sture content is called the capillary pressure 

curve, retention curve, or sorption curve. This curve has to be determined experimentall y. 

In figure 2.2 a schematic diagram of a capillary pressure curve is given. 

r 

0 ~-------~,--___,~-

0 e: a~ n 
e- \ 

entrapped air 

Figure 2. 2 Sche111c11ic diC1gra111 o( a cC1pil/wy pressure rnrve for a porous 111C1teriC1 I. (On/\ • 

the main c 111Te .1· .fi1r dn •ing and iretting are giren Each point on these c111-i-es represent.,· 

an eq11i/ihri11111 si111a1ion iri//1 110 liquid 11-w1.1por1). 

9 
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As can be seen from figure 2.2, the capillary pressure depends on the history of drying 

and wetting of the med ium. This hysteresis in the capillary pressure curve is attributed to a 

number o f causes. The three main effects are the so-call ed ink-bottle effect, the rain-drop 

effect and air entrapment. The ink-bottle effect results from the shape of the pores with 

changing wide and narrow passages. In such a non-uniform capillary there is a bi-stability 

of the interface. Wetting an initially dry or drying an initially wet capillary gives rise to 

two different stable configurations of the liquid (see Fig. 2.3a). These two configurations 

differ in moisture content. In a porous medium which contains a wide range of pores with 

different dimensions and shapes many stable configurations are possible, all contributing to 

the hysteresis. Another effect. the ra indrop effect, represents the different contact-angle for 

an advancing and a receding water front at a solid-liquid interface, as is indicated by the 

shape of a raindrop (see Fig. 2.3b). This effect may be due to contamination of either the 

fluid or the surface, possible variability of the minerals that compose the sur face, and 

surface roughness [ADA67]. 

wetting drying b) rain-drop effect 

a) ink-bottle effect 

I· ig,11re J. 3 Sche111atic representativn of two effects contributing to hysteresis. a) The ink

ho11 /c c//e ct results /im11 the 111111-1111ifim11 iriclth of the pores. Wetting an initially dry or 

dnmg un i11itiully 1\'£'t capillwy. gi i•es rise to t11 ·0 dif/eren! stable configurations. h) The 

rc1imlrop effec t represents the different con!act-angle for an aclnmcing ancl a receding 

11 ·u1cr /ro111 c11 the solicl-liq11id i111er/i1ce 

10 
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A third effect is air entrapment m a porous medium after draining or rewetting (see 

Fig. 2.2). As a result the moisture content will only raise, under atmospheric conditions, to 

the so-called capillary moisture content, Scar· The entrapped air is generally assumed to be 

present in the dead-end pores, and hence Scar"" nclT. 

Analytic expressions are available to describe the effect of hysteresis in the capillary 

pressure curve. These are generally based on the so-called independent domain model, e.g., 

[MUA73 , MUA74]. 

For the description of the moisture transport in this thesis the following assumption will be 

made: 

(A 11) the capillary pressure, pJ81) , is a single-valued function . 

As a consequence, each theoretical model will only describe either wetting or drying. 

2.3.1 LIQUID TRANSPORT 

In analogy to a saturated porous medium, the liquid water transport in a non-saturated 

medium can microscopically be described by the Navier-Stokes equation. In the volume 

averaging of the various quantities in this equation, extra liquid/air interfaces have to be 

taken into account. For the macroscopic volumetric flux of liquid water in the non-satu

rated case the following expression is found: 

(2.8) 

where ki(81) is the effective permeability for liquid water, which is dependent on the mois

ture content and is related to parameters describing the microscopic geometrical configur

ation of the pores occupied by liquid water. Liquid water is now transported because of 

inhomogeneities in capillary action. Since the macroscopic air pressure gradient is 

neglected (assumption A I 0), the liquid transport by e.g. , wind pressure is not taken into 

account. 

11 
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where 

is the hydraulic conductivity and 
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gp1k1C81) 
K=----

µ1 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

is the suction. In these equation g reflects the gravity and p1 is the mass density of the 

liquid water. 

Under isothermal conditions the suction only varies with the moisture content, and equa

tion 2.9 can be rewritten as: 

(2.12) 

where 

D -K (a111 ) 
8,1- a8 T 

I 

(2.13) 

is called the isothermal liquid diffusivity. 

The macroscopic conservation of mass for liquid water expressed in volumetric quantities 

can be written as: 

(2.14) 

where E1_,v is the rate of evaporation. 

Combining equation 2. I 2 and 2.14, the liquid moisture transport can be described by: 

(2.15) 

12 
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2.3.2 VAPOUR TRANSPORT 

At the microscopic level the vapour transport under isothermal conditions is given by 

Fick ' s law: 

IM q =-- -D v'p 
V P1 RT V V 

(2.16) 

In this equation Dv is the diffusion coefficient of water vapour 111 air, M the molecular 

mass of water, R the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, and Pv the vapour pressure. 

The term M/RT results from the ideal gas law, whereas p1 results from the transformation 

of the mass flux for vapour into an equivalent volumetric liquid water flux. 

By volume averaging of equation 2. 16 the macroscopic volumetric flux through a porous 

medium with only air and vapour (n = 0v+e.) is obtained [BEA87]: 

q = - ~ ~ T . D v'p 
V P1 RT V V 

(2 .17) 

where T' is the tortuosity. The tortuosity is a tensor transferring the microscopic spatial 

derivatives into a macroscopic one. (Note that the porous medium is assumed to be 

isotropic (assumption A I) and hence the tortuosity in Eq. 2.17 is a scalar). In the case of 

vapour transport the tortuosity is often considered as accounting for the extra path length 

resulting from the tortuous pores. 

In case of a non-saturated porous medium, the macroscopic vapour transport is given by: 

(2.18) 

The tortuosity is now related to the void-space available for vapour diffusion cev +e. = n -el) 

and is therefore a function of the liquid water content. 

On the macroscopic scale the vapour pressure can be written as: 

(2. I 9) 

where h is the relative humidity and Pv, the saturation pressure of water vapour above a 

13 
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flat surface. 

Above the curved liquid-vapour interfaces at the microscopic level the vapour pressure of 

water, p1
, , is different from the saturated vapour pressure, as given by Kelvin's equation : 

; ( 1 M ; ) p v = p vs exp - RT p c 
P1 

(2.20) 

Since p1
, is negative for water (see Eq. 2.6) the microscopic vapour pressure will decrease 

in the pores. In an analogous way, Edlefsen and Anderson [EDF43] have related the 

macroscopic capillary pressure to the decrease of the macroscopic vapour pressure : 

p =hp =p exp( Mg 1¥) 
V vs VS RT (2.21) 

This equation reveals that, under isothermal conditions, the relative humidity only varies 

with the suction and thereby with the moisture content 81• Therefore the gradient of the 

vapour pressure can be rewritten as: 

V - (ah) V0 
Pv-Pvs a8 T I 

I 

(2.22) 

Combining equations 2.18, 2.21 , 2.22, and using the ideal gas law, the vapour transport 

can be rewritten as: 

(2.23) 

where 

(2.24) 

is the isothermal vapour diffusivity (by diffusion only). 

In experiments it has been observed that the actual vapour flux is larger than that predicted 

by equation 2.23 and 2.24 on basis of Fick's law. Philip and de Vries [PHI57] developed a 

microscopic model to account for this enhancement. They suggested that in a porous 

material water islands will be formed due to capillary condensation. If over such an island 

a vapour gradient is present, vapour will condensate at one end of this island. At the same 

14 
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time water has to evaporate at the other side to maintain equilibrium. The water will pass 

the island by a much faster mechani sm: liquid transport. As a consequence, the diffusion 

coefficient will increase . 

Pv1 > Pv2 Pv1 > Pv2 

Pv, Pv2 

~ 

water island model surface diffusion 

Figure 2.4 Schemalic represenlalion olfwo mechanisms for vapour di/fi,sion enhancemenl. 

In !he water island model, waler vapour condensates at one end of a liquid island and at 

the same time water evaporates at the other side to maintain equilibrium. By swface difji1-

sion water will be tramported along the pore wall. 

Other authors, e.g. , [ST A86] and [CHE89], take into account surface diffusion occurring 

in parallel to the vapour transport , which will ac t as an enhancement mechani sm. By 

surface diffusion water adsorbed at the pore wall will be transported along the wall. Vari

ous mechanisms have been proposed , i. e ., surface flow [ROW7 l] and sur face hoppin g 

(OKA8 l ]. In figure 2.4 a schematic representation is given of both mechanisms for vapour 

diffusion enhancement. 

It is generally assumed that for both of these vapour enhancement mechani sms the contri

bution to the macroscopic vapour flux is in first order proportiona l to the gradient of the 

liquid water content. Hence the macroscopic vapour flux can be rewritten as : 

(2 .25) 

where 

15 
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(2.26) 

In thi s eq uation D0_, is called the isothermal vapour diffusivity. au and a sD are correction 

factors for vapour diffusivity enhancement by liquid islands and surface diffusion, respect

ive ly. 

The mass balance equation on the macroscopic scale for water vapour m volumetric 

quantities is given by: 

aev 
- =-Vq - E at . V V - 1 

where Ev I is the rate of condensation (Ev_,1 = - E1--+J. 

Combining equations 2.25 and 2.27 the vapour transport can be described by: 

2.3.3 MOISTURE TRANSPORT 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

Combining equations 2. I 5 and 2.28 , describing the liquid and vapour transport respect

ively. the moisture transport can be written as: 

a(e +0) 
v 

1 =V.(D V0 ) at O I 
(2.29) 

where 

(2.30) 

is called the isothermal moisture diffusivity. 

Assuming an eq uilibrium between water and vapour, the mass density of the vapour in the 

pores is given by: 

(2.31) 
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Hence, the moisture content can be written as: 

(2.32) 

Since Pv is of the order of I 0·5 p1, the right hand side of Eq. 2.32 is to a good approxi

mation equal to 01 for liquid water contents larger than I 0·3_ 

Hence, the moisture transport in a porous medium can be approximated by a non-linear 

diffusion equation: 

ae =V. (D V0) 
at 0 

(2.33) 

2.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Two maj or boundary conditions can be identified: material/material and material/air. 

Over a material/material boundary the macroscopic capillary pressure and hence the 

relative humidity (see Eq. 2.21) will be continuous: 

(2.34) 

For each material the moisture content is a different function of the capillary pressure, so 

in general this condition will result in a jump of the moisture content at a boundary. 

Under isothermal conditions the flux across the boundary material/air is given by: 

q n-Pp(h - h) · - - vs a m 
P1 

(2.35) 

where n is the unit vector normal to the material/air interface, p the mass transfer coeffi

cient, h, the relative humidity of the air, and hm the relative humidity of the material at the 

interface. The mass transfer coefficient is dependent on many parameters, such as air 

velocity, porosity, and surface roughness. In general, this coefficient has to be determined 

experimentally [I LL52]. 
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2.5 SUMMA RY 

To a good approx imation. the isothermal macroscopic moisture transport in po rous medi a 

can be described by a non-linear diffusion equation (Eq. 2.33). In thi s diffusion model a ll 

mec hani sms fo r moisture transport, i.e., liquid now and vapour di ffusion (with associated 

enhancement mechani sms) are combined into a single mo isture diffusivity, which is 

dependent on the actual moisture content. Effects o f gravity, air pressure differences, and 

hysteresis arc not taken into acco unt in thi s mode l. In the theory presented above no link 

is made between the mi croscopic structure ( e. g. , pore di stributi on) and the macroscopic 

coe ffi cients. The di ffusion mode l is, however, a very practical model since fo r each 

materi a l onl y a sing le di ffusion coeffi cient as a functi on of moisture content has to be 

known . Thi s coeffi c ient can be determined directl y from transient moisture pro fil es, as will 

be di scussed in chapter 4 . In the fo llowing chapter methods to measure these profi les wi ll 

be di sc ussed. 
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3 I MOISTURE MEASUREMENT 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The moisture transport in porous media can be described by a non-linear diffusion equa

tion, as was shown in the previous chapter. The diffusion coefficient is a function of the 

actual moisture content and has to be determined experimentally. By measuring transient 

moisture profiles during the various transport processes, i.e. , drying and absorption, the 

diffusion coefficient can be determined directly, as will be shown in the next chapter. The 

classical way to obtain moisture profiles is the gravimetric method. The moisture profile is 

measured by first cutting the sample into slices. The moisture content of each slice is then 

determined by weighing the slices before and after drying at 105 °C. Although this is the 

most direct method, it has two major disadvantages. First, it is a destructive method and 

therefore every profile has to be determined using different samples. The fact that one is 

not always able to exactly duplicate sample preparation and experimental history, obscures 

the interpretation of the data. Apart from this, the method is laborious and time consum

ing. Secondly, the method is not accurate in its spatial resolution. Slices which can be cut 

are of the order of 0.5 to I cm, depending on the type of material. The experimentally 

determined moisture content is the average over such a slice. Especially steep gradients, 

which occur, e.g., in the case of an advancing wetting front, cannot be accurately deter

mined by this method. 

An experimental method to measure transient moisture profiles should therefore preferably 

be non-destructive and give a high spatial resolution. Examples of these methods are 

gamma- or neutron attenuation [DA Y63, CRA83, GR093], and nuclear magnetic resonan

ce [GUM79]. Of these methods nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) offers the best sensiti

vity. as it selectively probes the hydrogen nucl e i, unlike the attenuation methods. With 

NMR also a distinction can be made between free, physically bound, and chemically 

bound water. However, serious complications occur if the materials under investigation 
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contain large amounts of paramagnetic ions, as is the case for most common building 

materials, like brick and mortar [GUM79, FOR91 ]. The short transverse relaxation time, 

T2, and the broad resonance linewidth of the hydrogen nuclei in these materials preclude 

the use of standard NMR techniques. Therefore the moisture transport was studied using 

an NMR apparatus, that was especially designed for these types of material. This apparatus 

will be discussed in section 3.2. Of the attenuation methods mentioned above, neutron 

scanning radiography offers the best sensitivity. This method was used to verify results 

obtained by NMR measurements and will be discussed in section 3.3. 

3.2 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 

3.2.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Almost all nuclei have a magnetic dipole moment, resulting from their spin-angular 

momentum. (One can think of a nucleus as a charged sphere spinning around its axis, 

which corresponds to a current loop, generating a magnetic moment). In a Nuclear Mag

netic Resonance (NMR) experiment the magnetic moments of the nuclei are manipulated 

by suitably chosen electromagnetic radio frequency (RF) fields. NMR is a magnetic reson

ance technique, for which the resonance condition of the nuclei is given by: 

f = _r_ B 
2Tt 0 

In this equation f is the frequency of the electromagnetic RF field , y is gyromagnetic ratio 

(for 1 H y 12n = 42.58 MHzJT) and B0 represents the externally applied static magnetic 

field. Because of this condition the method can be made sensitive to only hydrogen and 

therefore to water. in contrast to the attenuation methods [DIX82] . 

In a pulsed NMR experiment the orientation of the moments of the spins in a static mag

netic field is manipulated by short electromagnetic pulses at the resonance frequency , 

bringing the system in an excitated state. The amplitude of the resulting signal emitted by 

the nuclear spins. the so-called spin-echo signal [I-IAJ-150], is proportional to the number of 

nuclei taking part in the experiment. The spin-echo signal also gives information about the 
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rate at which this magnetic excitation of the spins decays. The system will return to its 

magnetic equilibrium by two mechanisms: interactions between the nuclei themselves, 

causing the so-called spin-spin relaxation, and interactions between the nuclei and their 

environment, causing the so-called spin-lattice relaxation. 

Assuming that both mechani sms give ri se to a single exponential relaxation and that spin

lattice relaxation is much slower then the spin-spin relaxation, the magnitude of the NMR 

spin-echo signal is given by: 

(3.2) 

In this expression p is the density of the hydrogen nuclei, T 1 the spin-lattice or longitudi

nal relaxation time, TR the repetition time of the spin-echo experiments, T2 the spin-spin 

or transverse relaxation time, and TE the so-called spin-echo time. 

Obviously small T2 values lead to a decrease of the spin-echo signal, whereas, on the other 

hand, small T 1 values are preferred, as thi s parameter limits the repetition time (usually TR 

"' 4T 1) and hence the rate at which the moisture profiles can be scanned. In porous 

material s T2 will be decreased strongly with respect to that of ' pure ' water, due to surface 

relaxation at the pore walls, which dominates at applied magnetic fields below 0.1 T, and 

due to diffusion of water in the field gradients resulting from the susceptibility mismatch 

between the pore fluid and the porous material , which dominates at higher fields [KLE90, 

KLE93). Almost all studies on moisture transport in porous building material s up to now 

are limited to materials like limestone and sandstone [GUM79, GUI89, KLE90, OSM90, 

FOR91 , CAR93, KL E93]. For these materials a good signal is observed for TE of the 

order of 2 ms or more and TR > 300 ms. These materials can therefore be imaged by more 

or less standard MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) equipment. However, in many 

common porous building materials, like fired-clay brick or mortar, usuall y large amounts 

of paramagnetic ions (e.g ., Fe) are present. (The red colour of fired-clay brick and the 

grey colour of mortar is due to Fe). This complicates the NMR measurements by two 

effects. First, due to the large susceptibility of the porous materi al , the transverse relaxati 

on time T2 will be drastically decreased. Secondly, the vari ati ons in local magnetic suscep

ti bility will broaden the resonance line and thereby limit the spatial resolution. 
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A typical example of the variation of the intensity of the spin-echo signal obtained with 

straightforward (90,-,-1 S0±J Hahn pulse sequences with the spacing , between the pulses 

is given in figure 3.1 for one type of fired-clay brick. 

' 
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0 500 1000 1500 2000 

time (µs) 

Figure 3.1 intensity of the spin-echo signal of one type of.fired-clay brick (RZ) as a func

tion of the spacing between the RF pulses of the Hahn sequence. The straight line repre

sent an approximation of the data/hr r< 700 µ.s by an effective relaxation time T1. 

This figure reveal s that the transverse relaxation process cannot be described by a single 

ex ponent. in accordance with the results of other NMR studies on porous material s 

I BRO79. KLE90. KLF93]. At small values of,. the fluid in both the small and the larger 

pores contributes to the spin-echo sigr.:i l. giving rise to a very short effective relaxation 

time T,. At the larger values of,. on the other hand , the signal is dominated by the fluid 

in the larger pores. or which the re laxation time is considerably longer. A lit o r a strai ght 
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line to the data in fi gure 3. 1 yields an e ffective T, of 3 10 ~ts. The resu lts of simi lar 

measurements on vari ous building materia ls are summari zed in table 3. 1. In thi s table the 

va lues of the long itudinal relaxation time T 1 are included. 

type of materia l T , (m s) T2 (ps) 

fired-c lay bri ck RH 230 2 10 

RZ 190 310 

G Ii 250 360 

GZ 120 240 

VE 300 180 

sand-lim e brick 45 850 

mortar MZ 35 1000 

MM 30 950 

gypsum 50 4 100 

0.1 M CuSO, - I 4600 

1 cannot be measured using Hahn seq uences 

2 was not measured 

x ( I 0·0 emu Gs· ' gram ·') 

2 . 7 1 

2.50 

4. 16 

3.6 1 

3.43 

0. 53 

0 . 13 

0 . 18 

- 0.26 

2 -

Table 3.1 The relaxation times of hydrogen nuclei in various types of porous building 

materials determined fi·om NMR, assuming a single exponential relaxalion, as well as the 

susceptihility x at 0. 78 T More information on the properties of these building materials 

can he f inmd in appendix A. I . 

To check to what extent the effective values of T, can be related to the amount of Fe in 

these materia ls. magneti zat io n measurements were performed on samples o f these materia ls 

in magnetic fie lds up to l T. In figure 3.2 the resu lts are presented . 
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Figure 3 2 Fie ld dependence ol !he magnetiwlion ol various lypes ol building malerials. 

The measurements were per/armed with a SQUID magnelomeler al a sample lempera/ure 

of 293 K 

The steep increase of the magneti zati on (M) of the various samples of brick at low mag

neti c fie lds, is caused by the presence of inclusions (mass fraction 10·4) of metallic Fe, 

whi ch are magneticall y ordered at room temperature. The relatively slow increase of M at 

higher magnetic fie lds is caused by Fe2 1 or Fe3
' ions or very small (superparamagneti c) Fe 

clusters. An estimate of the mass frac ti on of these ions or clusters yields values of 1.5 % 

(assuming Fe3
· ions only) to about 6% (assuming superparamagnetic Fe clusters only). 

Thi s range overl aps the range obtained from chemical analysis of the clay from which 

these fired-clay bricks are manufactured (see appendi x A. I ). Table 3. 1 also lists the experi-
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mental values of the susceptibility x=dM/dH of the different materi als at B=0.78 T, corre

sponding to the field at which the NMR experiments are performed . Inspection of thi s 

table reveals that, apart from minor variations within the group o f fired-cl ay bricks, the 

va lue of T2 tends to decrease when the susceptibility, and hence the Fe content, increases. 

A very crude estimate of the local field variations in the porous materia ls can be obtained 

by assuming that these vari ations are related to the vo lume susceptibility. For the various 

types of fired-cl ay bri ck thi s approach yie lds vari ati ons o f about 0.05 to 0.08 mT. 

In principle the Iinewidth o f NMR signal can be obtained by measuring the time constant 

T,· describing the so-called free inducti on decay of thi s signa l in a homogeneous magnet ic 

fi e ld . For vari ous kinds of fired-c lay brick, values of T2• ranging from 20 to 30 µs were 

observed, corresponding to a linewidth of the order of 8 kH z, whi ch co rresponds to local 

fi e ld variati ons of 0.2 mT. The order of magnitude of these fi eld variati ons agrees fa irl y 

we ll with the range o f 0. 05 to 0.08 T estimated from the susceptibility measurement s. 

These characteri stics o f porous building materia ls present spec ia l demands on the strategy 

of the measurements and the hardware perfo rmance. Since the transverse relaxati on times 

o f the hydrogen nucle i are very small , the duration of the RF pulses should pre ferably not 

exceed a few tens of microseconds. To achi eve a spatia l reso lution in the o rde r o f 1 mm , 

magnetic fi e ld gradients o f about 0. 3 Tim (30 Gs/cm) are required. S ince the primary goa l 

o r the NMR ex periments is the in vesti gati on of one-dimensiona l moist ure pro fil es. both 

static and dynamic , no attempt was made to switch the fi eld gradients during the indi vi

dua l pulse sequences, i.e. , within 20 ~1 s. The spin-echo signal was excited by using 

strai ghtfo rward Hahn sequences at a fi xed strength o f the magnetic fi e ld gradient. 

S ince the time scale of the experiments covers the region from a few seconds to a few 

days the measurements are full y automated. The scanning of a moisture pro fil e and its 

time dependence over the sample requires a strong interaction between the settings of the 

RF system, magnetic fi eld gradient, sample positioning, and sample conditioning. To 

achieve the necessary flex ibility a full y modular RF system was developed. A ll re levant 

settings of this system can be controlled by a general purpose data-acquisition system, 

which will be described in the next section. 
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3.2.2 RF SECTION AND DATA-ACQUISITION 

Except for a linear 100 W RF power amplifier and a I-IP 8657A frequency synthesizer, the 

en tire RF secti on is built up from sma ll ci rcu it blocks, which are commercially available 

(!ANZ91. MIN91. SYN9 1]) . In figure 3.3 a sc hematic diagram of the RF receiver section 

is shown. 

RF gain 
control 

(0 · 10 VJ 

IF ga in 
contro l 

(0- 10 VJ 

-60 dBm 

IF emplil1er 

70!2 MHz 

Demodulator 

150 kHz 

Phase 

t2 .5 V 

Quadra!ure 
course tuning --- -- -- - - -------- , 

lo cal oscillator ff 1 

Duectrnnel 

coup~~ _ 

RF outpu ! 
0 dBm 

HP 8657A 

1 

I 

I 

80 -130 MHz : 
I 
I 

70 MHz 

Local 

-~-~---oscillator u 2 
fli 1 + 70 MHz 

70 MHz 

t __ _ __ -- ---- 5 MHz 
reference 

10 MHz 
reference 

Synchron izat ion 

unit 

20 MHz 

clock for 
data acquisition 

sys tem 

Figure 3 3 Schemalic diagram of !he RF receiver seclion. In !his seclion !he RF .1pin-echo 

signal is amplified. demodula!ed and ji/Jered. The resulling phase and quadra/ure oulpul 

signals are fed to !he analog-lo-digital converlers of !he da/a-acquisilion .1yslem. The 

sec/ion also supplies a 20 MHz mas/er clock fur !his .1ys1em and genera/es !he RF inpul 

signal jiw !he gate circuil of !he power transmit/er. The local oscillator # / is plolled in 

more de /ail in Fig 3. -I. 

This receiver covers the RF frequency range from IO to 60 MHz, corresponding to expe

riments in magnetic fields between 0.25 and 1. 5 T. All re levant settings (gain, phase, local 

oscillator frequenc y) can be controlled by applying DC vo ltages in the range 0-10 V to the 

co rrespond ing inputs. These voltages are supp li ed by a 12 bit, 8 channel DAC. The video 
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output voltages appearing at the output s P and Q are in the range -2 .5 to + 2.5 V. suitable 

fo r most fas t J\DCs. 

The spin-echo signa l at the input is first amplifi ed by A 1• For thi s sectio n a circuit block 

ty pe C DM23 was used, manu fac tured by ADE IAYA9 1]. which has a gain of 9 d B and a 

no ise fi gure F= I dB in the frequency range of interest, and is located c lose to the LC 

c ircuit containing the sample (see Secti on 3.2.3) . Next, the signa l is am plifi ed by sect ion 

A2• consisting of a 28 dB amplifi er ( MCL MAN - I LN), a vo ltage cont ro ll ed attenuator 

(MCL PAS-I ), a 18 d B ampli fie r (MCL MAN -2), and a 3 dB fixed attenuato r. T he latter 

a ttenuator is in serted to rul e out instabilities due to impedance mi smatch between the 

vari ous sections. Secti on A2 offers a gain between O and 40 dB , which can be cont ro ll ed 

by a DC vo ltage between O and 10 V. Nex t. the signa l is fed into an Image Reject Mi xer 

(Sy nergy IMP 972). where it is mi xed with a local osc ill ator signal in the frequency range 

80-1 30 MH z. T he difference signal f10 1-fu, is processed by an intermedi ate frequency (I F) 

amplifi er with a pass band o f 70±2 MH z and a gain between IO and 55 d B, cont ro ll ed by 

a DC voltage between O and IO V. T he intermedi ate frequency is chosen above the RF 

frequency range fo r two reasons. First, the loca l oscillator signal fo r the Image Reject 

Mixer covers a freq uency ra nge o f less than a fac tor 2, and hence it can be excited by a 

single osc ill ator circ uit. Second , a fl at frequency response within several MH z can rather 

easil y be achi eved using conventi onal co upled LC circuits. T he IF secti on co nsists of a 

pre-filter. built up from a consta nt im pedance 70 MH z bandpass filter (MC L PI F-70), a 

hi gh dynamic range IO d B amplifier (MCL MAN-IH LN), again a MCL P!F-70 filter, and 

the ac tual tuned amplifier. T hi s amplifi er is built up from, successive ly, a coupled pair of 

LC circuits (Q=6). a high dynami c range IO dB amplifier (MCL MAN - I HLN), a coupl ed 

pa ir of LC c ircuits. a 16 dB ampli fie r (MC L MAN- I AD), a vo ltage cont ro ll ed attenuator 

(MCL PAS-I ). a 28 dB amplifi er with a noise fi gure below 3 dB (MCL MAN -I LN), a 

coupled pa ir o f LC circuits, and a 16 dB amplifier (MCL MAN- I AD). To eliminate 

possible instabiliti es o f the am plifi er blocks, due to the large impedance mi smatch of the 

LC c ircuits outside the pass band . the input and output of each pair of coupled LC circuits 

are connected via 3 d B fixed attenuators (MCL A T-3). Measurements o n the IF secti on 

revea led that the frequency response was fl at w ithin 0. 1 dB within the pass band 
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70±2 MH z. Apart from thi s, the recovery time from severe overload conditions ( l 0 dBm 

input signals) did amount to less than I µ s. 

The output signal of the IF section is fed into a demodulator, consisting of a power spl itter 

(MCL PSC-2-1 W) and two identi cal stages for the in-phase and quadrature signals, respec

ti vely. Each stage contains a high dynamic range 10 dB ampli fie r (MCL MAN-IHLN), a 

double balanced mi xer (DBM) (MCL SRA- I Ml-I ). and a video amplifier. The local osc il 

lator signa ls for the two mi xers are supplied by a 70 MH z oscillator. The output of thi s 

oscillator is connected to a 90° hybrid power splitter (Synergy DQP 256) and the resulting 

signals are ampl ifi ed by MCL MAN 1-I-ILN circuit blocks to a leve l of about 13 dBm. The 

video amplifiers consist of an acti ve second order low pass Bessel filter with a -6 dB 

cutoff frequency of 150 kHz, incorporating an Analog Devices AD841 [ANA9I] oper

ati onal amplifier, fo llowed by an output stage w ith a vo ltage gain of 40, incorporating an 

AD840 opamp. The c ircuit can drive up to ±2.5 V into a 50 Q load. 

All oscill ator frequenc ies used in the receiver are phase- locked to the IO MHz reference 

output of the HP 8657A frequency synthesizer, which acts as a master oscillator. For this 

purpose the reference output is connected to a phase locked loop (PLL) which contains a 

40 MHz vo ltage contro lled osc ill ator (VCO). From this oscillator a symmetrical 20 MHz 

TTL compatible output signal is deri ved, which is used as a clock signa l fo r the interfaces 

of the data-acqui sition system. By further frequency division an interna l 5 MHz signal is 

obtained. to which the local oscill ators are phase locked. 

The circ uit d iagram of one of these oscillators (# 1) is plotted schematica ll y in fi gure 3.4. 

The VCO is a commercially available circuit block (A DE VCO 80- 160) yielding an output 

power of approx imately 12 dBm with very low phase noise. Via a fi xed 5 dB attenuator 

(MCL AT-5) and a direc ti ona l co upl er (MCL PDC-20-1 W) a small frac tion (-25 dB) o f 

the output power o f thi s VCO is led into an ampli fie r section (A) consisting of a fi xed 5 

dB attenuator, an 18 dB ampli fie r (MCL MAN-2), and a hi gh dynamic range IO dB 

amplifi er (MCL MAN - I HLN). The result ing + IO dBm signal serves as LO signal fo r a 

doubl e balanced mi xer (DBM) (MCL SRA- I MH). A frac tion of the 0 dBm RF output 

signa l of the HP 8657 A synthesizer is connected to the RF input of this DBM via a 

direc ti onal co upler (MCL PDC-20-1 W) and an 18 dB amplifi er (MCL MAN-2). The 
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directional couplers and subsequent amplifiers were found to provide sufficient isolation 

between the synthesizer and the VCO. The output signal of the DBM is led through two 

constant impedance filters (MCL PIF-70) with a center frequency of 70 MHz to suppress 

spurious signals, which may hamper correct operation of the phase detector. 

Phase Sensitive Detector 

1M 

reference from 
synchronization unit 

filter 

/\ 
70::t2MHz 

Double 
Balanced 

input from 
HP 8657A 

56 
Course tuning 

(D • 10 V) 

Voltage 
Controlled 

,, 
i: 

Directional 
Coupler 

3 dBm 

f RF + 70 MHz 

output to 
Image Re ject Mixer 

Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of the local oscillator #!. This circuit generates a signal at 

a frequency exactly 70 MHz above the RF frequency of the signal used to excite the spin

echo. Synchronization of the various signals is maintained by the 5 MHz signal derived 

fi·om the reference output of /he HP 865 7A frequency synthesizer (me. Fig. 3.3) . 

Next, the signal is converted into a digital signal by a pulse shaper, the frequency is 

divided by a factor of 140, and the resulting 500 kHz signal is connected to one of the 

inputs of the phase sensitive detector (PSD) (Philips HEF 4750 [PHI91 ]). The other input 

section of this PSD is connected to the 5 MHz reference signal mentioned above , of which 

the frequency is divided by a factor of IO in the PSD itself. Phase comparison therefore 

occurs at a frequency of 500 kH z. The HEF 4750 was chosen because of its very low 

phase noise and low spurii. Apart from this, the gain of the phase detector of this device 
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in locked condition is very high (typically 1 kV /rad) and hence the noise contribution from 

the active loop filter (OP27) can be neglected. Because of the presence of the 70 MHz 

bandpass filter at the output of the DBM, the VCO has to be set to within 2 MHz from 

the desired frequency (frr+ 70 MHz) before the PLL will operate correctly. Therefore the 

output of the loop filter is connected to the control input of the VCO via a 30: 1 attenuator, 

whereas a DC voltage in the range 0 to 10 V is applied to a coarse tuning input. The 

phase locked loop of the local oscillator module #2 is largely identical to that of module 

#1 , except for the amplifier section A and the DBM, which are omitted, whereas a voltage 

controlled phase shifter (Synergy PP-904) is placed at the output. 

The phase noise introduced by these local oscillators was found to be very low: measure

ments in which the output of the HP synthesizer was connected to the receiver input via a 

40 dB attenuator revealed a phase noise of the P,Q output voltage vector of less than 

1 degree over the entire RF frequency range. By changing the RF and IF gain settings, 

input signals in the range -100 dBm to -20 dBm could be handled without complications. 

The recovery time of the complete receiver chain after a + 10 dBm input signal was found 

to be less than 5 µs , which is much smaller than the time between the second RF pulse of 

the Hahn sequence used to excite the spin-echo and the start of the spin-echo signal itself 

(>20 µs). 

The transmitter section consists of a gate circuit and a 100 W linear RF power amplifier. 

As input signal for the gate the 0 dBm RF output signal of the HP 8657 A synthesizer is 

used , which is first led through a directional coupler (see Fig. 3.3) , a fixed 3 dB attenuator 

(MCL AT-3), and a MCL MANl-HLN l0dB amplifier. The RF gate circuits are identical 

to that described in CLA87, except that fixed 3 dB attenuators (MCL AT-3) have been 

included at the input and output to reduce the impedance mismatch and spurious harmonic 

contents of the output signal. One of the double balance mixers (MCL SRA-1 H) in the 

first gate circuit is switched with either a positive or a negative current, thus providing a 

zero or 180° phase shift of the RF output signal. By using two RF gates, which are fairly 

well isolated from each other, an on-off ratio exceeding 100 dB was obtained. 

To connect the LC probe circuit to either the transmitter or the receiver section a duplexer 

is used that incorporates series-parallel switches of SOOY PIN diodes (MA4P506 
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[MAC9 1 ]). These diodes are biased wi th 50 mA in forward direct ion (r
5
- 0.3 Q) or with 

-60 V in reverse direction ( cj =0. 7 pF) by complementary pairs of fast switching transistors. 

The duplexer is swi tched about 500 ns before and after the RF gate circuit is activated, 

using a TTL compatible logic signal supplied by our timer interface. 

The data-acquisition system, which is schematically plotted in figure 3.5 , is controlled by a 

processor module (M68030 CPU and M68882 coprocessor) that is interconnected with a 

16 Mbyte global memory module via an industry standard VM E/VSB bus system. Via the 

VME bus the CPU communicates wi th a Local Area Network controller and a so-called 

VME/PhyBUS converter. The latter offers a transparent coupling (incl uding OMA facili

ties) between the VME bus and a user defined bus (PhyBUS), which accommodates the 

various interfaces, that wi ll now briefly be discussed. 
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram of the data-acquisition system and the RF receiver/1ransmitter 

sections. The receiver section is shown in more detail in Fig. 3. 3. 
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Via a 12 bit 8 channel DAC a voltage in the range 0 to IO V can be applied to the RF and 

IF gain control inputs, the coarse tuning input of local oscillator #1 (see Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 

3.4), as well as the phase control input of the receiver and the RF power control input of 

the transmitter driver. Two channels of the step motor interface are connected directly to 

the drivers of the step motors used for sample positioning. One of the channels of the 

logic (0-5 V) Input/Output system is used to activate a Power Mosfet circuit that switches 

the current through the fi eld gradient coils. As was already mentioned in section 3.2.1, the 

magnetic fi e ld gradient is kept at a constant (preset) value during the individual pulse 

sequences. During the time intervals between adjacent sequences the current through the 

gradient coils is switched off to avoid excessive heating. 

The industry standard IEEE interface communicates directly with the HP-IB interface of 

the HP 8657 A synthesizer. Apart from the initialization routine, this communication is 

mainly used to set or change the RF frequency during the scans of the moisture profile. 

The timer section has several functions. First, it performs a frequency division of the 20 

MHz master c lock signal, providing a I MHz trigger signal for the ADC's connected to 

the P and Q output of the receiver. Second, it contains several programmable timers/preset 

scalers which are used to generate the 90°/180° RF pulses of the Hahn sequences, the 

switching signal for the multiplexer, and a gate signal for the ADC-triggers. All timing 

signal are synchroni sed to the 20 MHz clock; they can be adjusted with a resolution of 

50 ns. 

The P and Q signals are digitized by 12 bit ADC's at a rate of 1 MHz, which exceeds the 

cut-off frequency of the Bessel filters in the video output stages by more than a factor 6. 

The resulting digital values are stored as 16 bit numbers in successive locations of 

2 Mbyte dual ported static memory modul es with auto-increment address registers. The 

ADC is triggered only during the time interval that the spin-echo occurs, i.e. , for a period 

of 512 ~ts a fter the second RF pulse. After a number of spin-echo signals have been co l

lected, the contents of the memory modules are transferred to VM E memory for further 

processing. 
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3.2.3 EX PERIM ENTAL SET-UP 

The samples used in the experiments are cy lindrical rods with a diameter of 20 mm and a 

length varying between 20 and 200 mm. They can be inserted in a cylindrical coi l with an 

inner di ameter of 35 mm, made of 7 turns o f I mm Cu wire. Thi s coil forms part of a 

tuned LC circuit and is placed within a shie lded box. Since the aim of the NMR experi

ments is to perform quantitati ve measurements o f the moisture profile. the LC circuit has 

to be carefully matched to the characteristic impedance of the equipment (50 Q), whereas 

changes in the RF losses or detunin g of the circuit due to variations o f the moisture 

content o f the sample should be as small as possible . To reduce the e ffect of variations of 

the dielectric permittiv ity of the sample, a cy lindri cal Faraday shie ld has been placed 

between the co il and the sample. This shi eld consists of 0 .5 mm insulated Cu wires 

running paralle l to the axia l direction of the coil. The wires are electrica ll y interconnected 

and grounded at the lower side of the shi eld. A small slit in thi s part o f the shi eld prevents 

the generation of Eddy currents and consequent RF power losses. 

The co il is part of a se ries tuned circuit, shown in the inset of Fig. 3.6. Impedance match

ing is achieved by adjusting the capacitor CP. To minimi ze detuning by the presence of a 

sample the quality factor Q o f the circuit has been reduced to Q""40 by adding a series 

resistor r 
5

. At this moment th e eq uipment is operated at frequencies near 33 MHz, corre

sponding to an appli ed fi e ld o f 0.78 T. This fi e ld was chosen as a compromise between 

the signal-to-no ise ratio of the spin-echo signal, which increases at hi gher frequencies, and 

the line broadening due to the presence of magnetic impurities, which leads to a decrease 

of the resolution at higher magnetic fields. The magnet is a conventi ona l water coo led, 

iron cored. electromagnet. The poles of this magnet have a di ameter of 200 mm and arc 

50 mm apart. The magnetic fi e ld has a stability better then 5x I 0-
5 

T/week and a homo

genei ty of 4x I 0·5 T within a sphere with a diameter of IO mm . 

A magnetic fiel d grad ient is generated in the verti cal direction by a set o f conventional 

Anderson coil s [AND61 ]. To achieve a spati al reso lution in the order of I mm grad ients 

up to 0.3 Tim are needed. The coils were found to provide a fi eld grad ient which was con

stant within I% over 30 mm in the vertical direction. Using the LC c ircuit described 
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above, a 90° turning angle of the 11-1 spins can be achi eved with pul ses having a duration 

of 15 µ s. corresponding to a RF magnetic fi e ld amplitude 8 1 == 0.4 mT. 

0 
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E 4 
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from/to 
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to stepmotor 

gradient 
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Figure 3.6 Sche 111atic diagram of the RF probe head that accommodates the sample. The 

homogeneous magnetic fie ld B
0 

points in the horizontal direction. whereas the two gradi

ent coils generci/e a magnetic field gradient in the vertical direction. The inset shows !he 

electronic equil'Ct!enl circuil. 
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Because of the large fi e ld gradient. a measurement of the spin-echo signa l and subseq uent 

1:ourier tran sformation y ie lds a mo isture distribution within a vertical reg ion of only 2 to 3 

mm. To determine the mo isture profil e over a larger region. the sample can be moved in 

the vertical direction with the help of a step motor. In so me experiments. e.g ., drying. 

where the temperature. air flow. and relative humidity have to be controlled. it is prefer

able to measure the moi sture profile without moving the sample. This can be realized by 

changing the Rf' center frequency I~; for a typ ica l magnitude of the field grad ient a fre

quency shift of I 00 kH z corresponds to a shift of the selected region o f 7 mm . These 

kinds of experiments are performed without retuning the LC circuit, since that would give 

rise to an unacceptable low speed o f the measurements. 

Figure 3.7 shows the result s of such an experiment on a homogeneous reference sample. 

i. e., a quartz tube fill ed with 0.1 M so lution of CuSO4 in water. The Fourier transformed 

sp in-echo signa ls at var io us RF center frequencies are denoted by curves. each reflecting 

the region se lected at that particular va lue of fc The set of so lid curves is call ed a refer

ence profile. Inspection of the figure reveals that the maximum observed spin-echo inten

sity dec reases when the frequency is shifted away from the va lue of f0 corresponding to 

the center o f the coil. This decrease. denoted by the ' enve lope · o f the curves (dashed curve 

in f'ig. 3.7). is a large ly geometrical effect, resulting from the finite length o f the RF coil. 

Thi s was checked by decreas ing the magnitude o f the field gradient by a factor of 2. 

whi ch did hardl y affec t the enve lope of the dotted curve ( in spati al coordinates) , a lthough 

the corresponding frequency shifts decrease by the same factor. In this respect one has to 

note that the qua lity factor of the LC circuit (Q,,A0) has only a sma ll e ffect on the shape 

o f the curves presented in Fig. 3. 7. since it causes a decrease of sensiti vit y by 3 dB fo r a 

frequency shift of at least 400 kH z. 

An actual moisture profile is determined by measuring the sp in-ec ho signa l of the sampl e 

of interest at a number of RF frequencies, that exactl y match the frequencies at whi ch the 

reference profile has been determined. The signal detected at eac h frequency fc is Fourier 

transformed and the result l(fc , f-fc) is divided by the intensity of the correspo nding poi nts 

of the reference profile. By doing so the geometrical effect is e liminated. as was checked 

by measurements on various phantom samples. The results of thi s point by point division 
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at various values of fc are combined to obtain the overall moisture profile over about 

28 mm. In this process only the data around the maximum of each curve at fixed fc are 

taken, since they have the best signal to noise ratio. 
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Fixure 3. 7 Typical reference pro.file obtained.fi'om a sample with a homogeneous moisture 

distribution. The ji·equency Io corre.1pond1· to the center of the coil. Solid curves represent 

the Fourier transforms !(!~, .f-.fc ) of the spin-echo signals detected at a series of RF center 

.fi'equencies _fc . . Because of the presence of a magnetic .field gradient, each of these curves 

reflects a slice of the sample selected at that particular value of j ~ . Only the parts of these 

curves with the largest contribution to the signal are plolled. The dashed curve (a kind of 

·envelope) reflects the effect of the _finite length of the RF coil, which gives rise to a 

decreasing sensitivity as the selected slice moves away ji-om the centre of the coil. The 

horizontal arrow marked I denotes the region occupied by this coil. The total set of the 

solid curves is used as a reference pro_file. 
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Generally, measurements on saturated samples are used to calibrate the apparatus for a 

certain sample material, which offer the possibility to determine the corresponding mois

ture profiles with an absolute accuracy of a few percent. In figure 3.8 a picture is given of 

the NMR equipment. 

~~~. -.-~--7-==L~I--.;,: 
-. ·: ___ J 

1
1 t~ 

ii .. ,\ 

'. if~•' I , '--Jila11 

Figure 3.8 Piclure of !he NMR equipmenl. 

3.2.4 TYPICAL PERFORMANCE 

The one-dimensional spatial resolution of the equipment was evaluated by measurements 

on cylindrical samples with a flat top or bottom. The moisture profile near the flat surface 

of such samples was obtained following the procedure sketched in section 3.2.3, and is 

presented in figure 3. 9 for various materials. For a phantom sample containing 0.1 M 
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so lution of CuSO4 in water the resolution amounts to about 0.8 mm, whereas for both 

saturated porous material s the resolution is IO to 20 % worse. This is due to the presence 

of inhomogeneously di stributed para- or ferromagnetic impurities in these materials, which 

induce local random magnetic fie lds and hence a significant line broadening (see section 

3.2. 1 ). 

1 .2 

sa mple 

1 .0 lo n o 
§U i. x•O 
0 0 

0 .8 AF coi l 

~ 

1: 0.6 ::::. 

11,0, 5 ---~ - x=O 
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0 .0 
. , 5 -0 .5 0 .5 1 .5 
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Figure 3. 9 One dimensional .1patial resolution fur several materials: (,1) 0. I M CuSO, 

solution, (0) lime-sand hrick. (□) fired-clay brick (VE). The inset al the figure illustrates 

how this resolution has heen determined. First, a raw profile is measured using a cylindri

cal sample of which the flat top or bollom is positioned near the centre (x =0) ol the RF 

probe head (I). Next, the reference pr<~/ile ol the sample is measured by positioning the 

homogeneous region ol the sample in the probe head (II). Finally, the two profiles are 

divided point-by-point, y ielding the plolled pro.files. (Spin echu experiment: Hahn 

sequence. Tw,,= 15 µs. TE=l90 µs. TR = -IT, (vee table 3./) , and gradient 0.3 Tim). 
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Next, the absolute accuracy of the equipment was tested by measurements on vanous 

series of samples with a different moisture content. In figure 3.10 the integrated moisture 

profiles obtained from a series of NMR experiments on four types of building materials 

plotted against the corresponding masses of water, which were determined independently 

by the gravimetric method. 

100 

~ 
Cl 
Q) -C 

50 

0 2 4 6 8 10 

mass of water (grams) 

Figure 3. JO Ca/ihralion of !he NMR-signal for gyp.mm (□), lime-sand brick (v) and fired

clay brick, lype GZ (0) and VE ( ,1). For di{feren/ values of !he moisture con/en/, !he mois

ture profile of a sample of a cerlain material is determined hy NMR measurements, and 

suhsequen!ly integrated over the entire sample. The resulting values of the integral are 

given along the verlical axis. The corresponding masses of waler presen/ in the sample 

during !hese measurements are determined hy gravimetric method and are given along the 

horizon/al axis. From the slope of the s/raighl line describing the data for a cer!C!in 

sample an absolute calibration of the Nlv!R signal for that malerial can be ohlained. (Spin 

echo experiment: I-Jahn sequence. Tw,= 15 µ.s. TE = 190 µ.s. TR = -IT, (\'Ce !able 3.1) , and 

gradient 0.3 Tim). 
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Since it is intended to determine the total moisture content, the distance between the pulses 

of the Hahn sequences was kept as short as possible, i.e., 80 µs (TE= l 90µs). As can be 

seen from fig 3.10, in all cases a perfect linear behaviour was found. The scatter of the 

data is comparable to the observed signal to noise ratio (- 2%). Typically, it takes about 40 

s to determine the moisture content at a specific position with an absolute inaccuracy of 

about I% and a one-dimensional resolution in the order of I mm. 

The resulting calibration constants are given in table 3.2 and vary, as expected, with the 

value of T2, as can be seen from comparison with table 3.1. Obviously, the NMR signal is 

strongly dependent on the type of material and therefore results like those presented in Fig. 

3.10 and table 3.2 are used to convert observed moisture profiles into absolute values. 

type of material calibration (gram·1
) 

fired-clay brick RH 11.12 

RZ 14.13 

GI-I 15.04 

GZ 12.61 

VE 9.45 

sand-lime brick 15.73 

mortar MZ 16.62 

MM 16.62 

gypsum 17.27 

Table 3.2 The calibration o/ the NMR spin-echo intensify for various types of porous 

building malerials (see fig. 3. 10) More informal ion on !he properlies of lhese building 

malerials can be fiJund in appendix A. I. (Spin echo experimenl; Hahn sequence: 

Tw, =15 µ,s. TE =/90 µ,s, TR = -IT, (1·ee /able 3.1) , and gradienl 0.3 Tim) 
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3.3 SCANNING NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY 

3.3.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

When a beam of neutrons passes through a material , the neutrons will interact with the 

nuclei of this material (unlike y-rays, which interact with the electrons). The attenuation of 

the neutron beam is determined by the cross-section for scattering and absorption [LAN88] 

of the nuclei present in the sample. Because of the relative large scattering cross-section of 

hydrogen, the intensity of the transmitted beam strongly depends on the amount of water. 

Unlike NMR techniques, no distinction can be made between water that is chemically 

bound or physically bound. 

The intensity I of a neutron beam after passing a sample of thickness d is: 

(3.3) 

where I0 is the initial intensity of the neutron beam, µ; the macroscopic attenuation coeffi

cient of component i. For a rigid material with a volumetric moisture content 0 and 

thickness d equation (3.3) reduces to: 

(3.4) 

The macroscopic attenuation coefficients µ" and µ
111

"' in this equation are determined inde

pendently by measuring the transmission for pure water and dry material , respectively. The 

moisture content can then be calculated by measuring the transmission I through a sample 

of given thickness d. 

3.3.2. EXPERIMENT AL SET-UP 

The neutron radiography experiments were performed at the 2MW reactor of the 'Inter

facultair Reactor lnstituut ' (!RI) of the Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands. 

The experimental set-up is shown in figures 3.11 and 3.12. 
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Figure 3. I I Schematic diagram of the experimenlal sel-up for measuring !he moislure 

profiles during d1y ing using neulron lransmission. The sample is placed on a balance in 

order lo compare the overall weigh! with !he one oblainedfrom the integral of the mois

ture profile. In the inse/ the typical dimensions of the samples used in !he drying experi

men/.1· are given. 

For the experiments a monochromatic neutron beam was used with a wavelength of 1.29 A 

(corresponding to an energy of 49.3 meV) which was selected by means of (002) reflec

tion of a zinc crystal. To obtain a high spatial resolution, a narrow neutron beam, with 

typical dimensions of 1 x 30 mm, was made with a collimator consisting of a combination 

of boron and cadmium. This beam has an intensity of 3.8xl08 m·2s· 1
• After passing the 

sample. the neut rons are detected by a 3He proportional detector. This detector has a very 

hi gh detection effic iency for thermal neutrons and a low one for gamma rays. To correct 

for the divergence of the transm itted neutron beam and to discriminate against multiply 
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Figure 3. 12 Picture of the experimental set-up at the 'fnterfacultair Reactor /nstituut ' at 

Delfi for measuring the moisture content by neutron transmission. 

scattered neutrons a second collimator, identical to the first , was placed in front of the 

detector. To measure a moisture profile the sample was moved through the beam by an 

elevator. 

3.3.3. TYPICAL PERFORMANCE 

The neutron beam profile and the alignment of the collimators was checked by slowly 

moving a plexiglas cube (containing an abundant amount of hydrogen) into the neutron 

beam, thereby partially blocking it. The result is shown in figure 3.13. The straight line 

illustrates the uniform intensity of the beam, and the one-dimensional resolution is 0.7 mm 

in this case. 
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Figure 3.13 Cumulative intensity of the neutron beam as measured by slowly moving a 

plexiglas cube into the neutron beam and thereby partial blocking it; x=O corresponds to 

the centre of the beam. The inset of the figure illustrates the experiment. In this case the 

effective height of the beam is 0. 7 mm. 

To determine the macroscopic attenuation coefficients for the various materials under 

investigation, the transmission was measured for samples of various thicknesses. The 

results of a calibration are plotted in figure 3.14, and the corresponding attenuation coeffi

cients are given in table 3.3. These attenuation coefficients agree well with those reported 

for neutrons of this energy [KET92, GRO93]. The samples used in the experiments were 

typically 30 mm thick, 60 mm wide and had a length ranging between 20 and 200 mm. 

Measuring the moisture content at a specific position with an inaccuracy of about 1 % took 

approximately 40 s. 
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Figure 3.14 intensity of the neutron beam measured for samples of various thicknesses. 

For water the intensity is given as measured (v) and after correction for the back

ground (" ). 

type of material µ (cm- 1
) 

water 2.54 

fired-clay brick VE 0.155 

mortar MZ 0.33 

aluminum 0.10 

Table 3.3 Macroscopic attenuation coefficients for various materials as determined using 

neutrons with a wavelength of 1.29 A (see Fig. 3.12). More information on the properties 

of these building materials can be found in appendix A. I. 
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

It is shown that both NMR and scanning neutron radiography offer the possibility to deter

mine quantitative and non-destructive the moisture profiles in a large variety of porous 

materials. With both methods it takes about 40 s to determine the moisture content at a 

speci fie position with an inaccuracy of I% and a one-dimensional resolution in the order 

of I mm. 

Unlike neutron transmission, the signal obtained by NMR is directly related to the amount 

of hydrogen nuclei in the selected region of the sample. The NMR equipment offers the 

possibility to determine the moisture profile over 28 mm without moving the sample. An 

additional advantage of NMR over neutron radiography is that a single spin-echo experi

ment gives the moisture profile over I to 3 mm. Therefore NMR is more efficient for 

measuring moisture profiles than neutron scanning radiography (i.e ., during drying experi

ments NMR is a factor of 2 to 4 faster). Neutron scanning radiography also has the disad

vantage that a nuclear reactor has to be available. Strict safety measures have to be taken 

and specially trained personal is necessary. Therefore neutron radiography was only used 

to verify results obtained by NMR. 
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41 DETERMINATION OF THE MOISTURE DIFFUSIVITY 

4. 1 INTRODUCT ION 

lo a good approx imati on the one-dimensional moisture transport in porous media under 

isothermal cond itions can be desc ribed by a non-linear diffusion equation (sec Eq . 2 .33): 

( 4 . 1) 

The moisture diffusivity D11 has to be determined experimenta ll y fo r the poro us medium o f 

interest. Up to now often overall techniques, i.e., measurement of the mass as a fun cti on of 

time (e.g .. drying curves) . are used to determine thi s coeffi cient. However. in those cases a 

re la ti on has to be assumed between the moisture diffusivity and the ac tua l moisture con

tent. whi ch cannot be verifi ed ex perimentall y. These methods will therefore, in general. 

give an incorrec t estimate of the moisture diffusivity (see, e.g ., fo r a drying curve 

[K ET92]) . 

By measuring transient moisture profiles during vari ous transport processes the moisture 

diffusivity can be determined directl y. In the present study the moisture profiles were 

measured primaril y by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). Additi ona l measurements to 

verify the results obtained by NMR were performed using neutron scanning radi ography 

(sec. e.g .. !PEL93. SMU94J). Both methods were di scussed in chapter 3. 

The moisture di llusivity was determined fo r water absorption and drying of several kind s 

o f inorganic porous building materi al, i.e. , so ft-mud machine moulded tired-clay brick. 

mortar. sand-lime brick (also called calc ium silicate brick ) and gypsum plaster. More 

in formation on vari ous properties of these materi als and the preparati on of the mortars can 

be found in appendices A. I and A. 2. 

All ex periments di scussed in thi s chapter were perfo rmed at an ambient temperature of 

293 ± 0.5 K. 
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4.2 WATER ABSO RPTI ON 

In the absorpti on ex periments a cy lindri ca l bar with a di ameter of 20 mm and a length 

ranging between 80 and 180 mm of initia ll y dry material was allowed to freely absorb 

water through one end. The experimental set-up for measuring the wetting pro files using 

NMR is g iven in fi gure 4. I . 

RF coil 

,? 

Faraday 

shield 

stepmotor 

teflon holder 

sample 

0 

sensor 

water 
pump 

Figure ./. 1 Experimental prube head fo r measuring moisture profiles during absorption. 

Using an electrical sensor and a pump the water level is maintained constant. 

In thi s set-up the spin-echo ex periments arc perfo rmed at a fi xed frequency, corresponding 

to the centre of the RF coil. Hence onl y the moisture di stribution in a small region of the 

sample is measured simultaneously (here groups of 5 points) . After determinati on of such 

a partial pro fil e, the sample is moved in the vertical direction over a few mm with the 

help o f a step motor. Thi s is repeated until a complete wett ing moisture profil e has been 

measured. Nex t, thi s complete procedure is repeated, now yielding the second moi sture 

profi le, and so on. To enable a meaningful interpretation of the measured pro fi les a time 

stamp is added to each parti al pro fil e. 
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The resulting moisture profi les are given 111 figure 4 .2 for one type of fired -clay brick 

(RZ). The moisture content at a specific position could be obtained with an inaccuracy of 

2% in about 12 sec. Because of the presence of the e lectrica l sensor and the water reser

vo ir, no meani ngful data could be collected for x < IO mm. As can be seen from the 

measured mo isture profi les a very steep wetting front is formed. 
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Figure -I. 2 Moisture profiles measured during the absorption of water in a fired-clay brick 

(RZ). Each profile is composed of groups of 5 points. Each group represents the moisture 

profile obtained ji-om Fourier transformation of the ~pin-echo signal al one position of the 

sample. The curves are only meant as a guide to the eye, whereas the times are only given 

as an indication of the elapsed time. In the inset a sketch of the experimental configu

ration is given. 
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The moisture transport during water absorpti on can be described by equatio n 4 . 1 with the 

initi a l and bo undary conditi ons: 

0 = 00 for X > 0, t = 0 
0 =0cap at x =O, t >O 

(4.2) 

In these conditi ons O'"r is the capill ary mo isture content. which is the max imum moisture 

content under atmospheri c conditi ons. and 0., is the initi al uniform moisture content o f the 

sampl e. 

Ir the we ll-known Boltzmann transformatio n 

(4.3) 

is appli ed, the non-linear di ffusion equati on ( 4 .1 ) describing the moisture transport reduces 

to the ordinary diffe renti al equati on: 

with boundary conditi ons: 

0 =0 cap 

0 =80 

at ).. =0 
for )..-oo 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Equati on 4.4 with boundary conditio ns 4.5 has onl y one so lution, so the pro fil es at differ

ent times a re related by a simple Vt scaling . The moi sture profil es for the various investi

gated types o f building materia l after the Bo ltzmann transformation, are plotted in fi gure 

4.3. 
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Figure -1.3 (□ ,.1, 0) Boltzmann transformation of the measured moisture profiles fiH the 

various kinds of building material. (--) Boltzmann /ra11.1formation of simulated moisture 

profiles based on an exponential moisture diffusivity: D0=D0exp((30). The corre.1ponding 

coefficients of the moisture diffi,sivity and the capilla,y moisture content al the houndwy, 

x =O, are given in table -I. I. 
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Figure 4.3 (second part) (-----) Boltzmann transformation of simulated moisture profiles 

fi)J· gypsum based on the approximation of the diffusivity by two exponential functions 

(Eq. 4. 9). The corre.sponding coefficients for this approximation are given in table 4.1. 
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For each investigated type of building materi a l the Boltzmann transformatio n yie lds a 

distinct curve. on which the data from the var ious profiles fo r that parti cul ar material s col 

lapse. Thi s indi cates that the mo isture diffusivity is not dependent on the positi on and sup

ports the mode ling of the moisture transport during absorpti on in these building materia ls 

by a diffusion eq uati on. T he investi gated types of building materia l a ll show a sharp wet

ting front. Hence the water penetrati on coeffici ent B (the positi on x of the wett ing front 

d ivided by Vt) is a well defined parameter for these materia ls. 

In principle, the moisture diffusivity for abso rpti on can be determined by integrating 

equation 4.4 wi th respect to '), usin g the boundary co nditi ons 4.5 . y ielding: 

(4.6) 

Using equation 4.6. D0 can be calcul ated numerically from the transformed experimental 

moi sture profiles: A= f(0) . Starting a t the intersec ti on of the se lected set of data w ith the 

hori zontal A-axi s (A.,. 0.,). the data arc integrated numerica lly down to the moi sture content 

of interest. The resu lting integral is divided by the local derivative of the averaged set of 

data wi th respect to A at that moisture content. If thi s procedure is repeated over the full 

moisture content range. the moisture d iffusivity D0 is fou nd as function of 0. (The numeri

ca l procedure to ca lcul ate D0 from measured profiles is g iven in more detail in appendi x 

A .3) . The moisture diffusivitics fo r absorpti on obtained by thi s method for the materi a ls 

given in fi gure 4.3 are plotted in fi gure 4.4. In specti on of thi s fi gure shows a considerable 

scatter of the data. whi ch is most pronounced at the hi ghest and lowest moisture contents. 

Thi s scatter orig inates from the numerical calcul ati on of the derivative in Eq. 4.6. 
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Figure -I. -I (□ . Ll. o ) The moisture diffi1sivity fi1r ab.rn,ption as calrnlatecl hy eq uation -I. 6 

.fi'nm the C/11'\'e on \l'hich the moisture pm(iles collapse a(ier /3nlt:11w1111 1ra11.1(or111at io11. 
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Figure -I. -I (second part) (-----) Moisture diffusivity for gypsum based on the approxi

mation of the diffusivity by two exponential functions (Eq. 4.9) as determined by compar

ing the simulated profiles and the corresponding data. The corresponding coejficienls for 

1hese approximalions are given in !able 4.1. 
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As can be seen from thi s figure, the overall behaviour o f D0 can be approximated by an 

exponenti a l function , except for gypsum . An ex ponenti al form for the mo isture diffusivity 

for absorption is commonly assumed for a ll porous materials [GAR58], i. e .. : 

where D., and fl are constants, which depend on the materia l. 

This equation can be rewritten in a normalized form: 

D0 =D O exp[( P 8cap) ( f )] 
cap 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

In the fittin g procedure of an ex ponen ti a l func ti on to the various sets o f data on the mo is

ture diffusivity in fi gure 4.4. it is not quite c lear which weighing fac tors should be given 

to the data points. In thi s respect o ne should note that the behaviour o f the mo isture 

diffusivity at low moisture contents only has a minor effect on the water absorption. 

Therefore the coe ffici ents D
11 

and fl were used as adj ustable parameters in computer 

simulations of the Boltzmann tran sformed sets o f experimental data. These parameters 

were adjusted within their respective to lerance limits given by the fittin g procedure until 

the best agreement between ex perimenta l and simulati on was obtained. The simulati ons 

were performed using standard procedures from the NAG-library [NAG9 I J. T he results are 

represented by so lid c urves in fi gure 4.3. In all cases, except for gypsum, the computer 

simulation based on a sing le exponenti al function gives an adequate description of the 

observed moisture profil es. (The simulated profiles during absorption are also avail able in 

the form of mov ies; sec appendix A.4 + di sk). The resulting expo nential mo isture 

diffusivities fo r the various materi als are plotted 111 fi gure 4.4, whereas the corresponding 

coeffici ents 0 0 and fl are given in tabl e 4.1. 

In tabl e 4 . I a lso the coe ffi c ient fl 0"'" of the normali zed diffusivity is given. As can be seen 

from thi s tab le. fl 0,ap is in the order of 7.5 fo r most investigated building materials. 
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type of materi al D
0 

(m' s·' ) f3 (-) 0"'" (111 ' 111 ·
1

) r:i o"'" (111 ' 111 ·' ) 

fi red-c lay brick VE 3.4x Io·'' 29 .5 0.28 8.3 

R/ -Ux l(r' ' 28 .0 0.27 7.6 

RII 3 .4x I o-·, 40 .5 0. 19 7. 7 

G/ 3 2x l(r'' 26.0 0. 27 7. 0 

Gil 2.3x I O'' 39.0 0. 20 7.8 

mortar Ml 9.5x I 0·1
" 44.5 0. I 8 8.0 

MM l .2x lo-'' "1 7.5 0.1 6 7.6 

sa11 d-li111e brick 7.9x 10·11 3 1.0 0. 27 8.--1 

gypsu111 ( I ) I .9x l(J' " --19 .0 0.28 13. 7 

gypsum ( II ) 0<0.23 6 3.2 ., I o··• 9 .5 0.28 -

0>0.23 6 I .65x I 0·1
'' 11 0.0 

Tahle .J. I The coeffi cie111.,· of the exponemial fi111ct ion. D11 =D"np((3 0). descrihing lite 

111o ist111·e diffi1si ,·ity fi1 r ahsorplion. am/ the capillan• 11wist11re co/1/ent. 0,,,
1
, cle!er111 incd 

grnvimetrically For gyps11111 !he 111oisl11re clif/i 1sivil_1' is giFen on hasis of an approximation 

hr a single expone11tialfi111ctio11 (IJ and h1• t11 D expone111ialfi111ctions (II) (see EcJ .J.9). 

In table 4 .2 a range or ~ O,,," fo r var ious building materi a ls is given, including the results 

fo und in the pn.:sent study as we ll as values report ed in the literature. In thi s respect. note 

tha t a direct compari son o r building materi a ls is not a lways possible. since the propert ies 

o r the same type o f buil d ing materia l can vary strong ly fro m country to country. due to 

the manu fac turing processes. Neverthe less, the coeffi c ient ~ O,ap fo r the vario us types o r 

buil d ing materi a l is fo und to be ro ughly the same orde r. except fo r gypsum and sand-lime 

bri ck. Thi s suggests tha t for eng ineering applicati ons one can take a va lue ~ 0cap"'° 7.5 fo r 

inorganic buildi ng materia ls. 
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source fired-clay brick mortar sand-lime brick gypsum 

Kalimeris [K AL8 1] 6.3 - - -

Krus et al I KRU89] - - 6.4 -

IEA 11EA9 1 l 5.6 - 9.2 5.8 - 7.6 6.4 6.3 

present study 7 - 8.3 7.6 - 8 8.4 13.7 

'f'ahle ./. 2 The range of the coefficient (3 0,,," of the normalized moisture diffusivity of 

rnrious types of huilcling materials .fi11111d in the present study and in the literature. 

J\s can be seen from figure 4.4, the moisture diffusivity for gypsum can be approximated 

by two exponential functions: each describing the behaviour of D0 in a different moisture 

content range: 

D0 =D0•1exp(P 18) 
=D0_2 exp(P 2 8) 

8 ~0.236 
8>0.236 

(4.9) 

The coeffici ents resulting in the best description of the ex perimental data are given in table 

4.1. whereas the corresponding simulated moisture profiles after Boltzmann transformation 

arc given in figure 4.3. This simulation appears to give an adeq uate description of the 

observed moi sture profiles. (The simulated profiles during absorp tion are also available in 

the fo rm of a movie: see appendi x A.4 + di sk). 

Up till now the moisture transport in single samples was di scussed of a certain material. 

Absorpti on experiments were a lso performed on series of samples. on the average 10, of 

the same type of materia l. The resulting average moisture diffusivity fo r various types of 

brick and mortar are given in table 4.3. The error bounds given for ec,p correspond to the 

observed range of the waterpenetration coefficient. Figure 4.5 shows the results of com

puter simu lations of the Boltzmann transformed profiles for the average diffusivity. 
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Figure ./.5 (--) Bolt::.mann transformation of simulated moisture profiles based un the 

average moisture diffi,sivity for fired-clay brick and mortar. (- -----) Boltzmann trnnsfhrm

ation u(simulated moisture profiles corresponding to the maximum and minimum observed 

\\'aterpenetrat ion coefficients. The corre.1ponding cue/ficients fhr these simulations are 

given in ta hie ./. 2. 
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C/1.·ll'Tl·:R ~ 

material 1)11 (m 1s·1) 0 (-) 0cap (lll 31ll .J ) 0cap 0 (-) 

tired-clay brick VE 2.35x Io·" 3 1. 0 0.280 ± 0.005 8.7 

Rl. 3. 15x10·" 30.0 0.265 ± 0.005 7.9 

RH 3.25x 10·'' 40.0 0. 190 ± 0.004 7.6 

GZ 3.50x l 0·9 27.0 0.270 ± 0 .008 7.3 

G Ii 2.55x lo·'' 37.0 0.2 10 ± 0.004 7.8 

mortar MZ 2.35x Io·" 40.0 0 .1 8±0.0 1 7.2 

MM 2.15x 10·" -16.0 0 . 150 ± 0.008 6.9 

Fahie -1.J the coef/icient.1 of the exponential .fimction. Dfl= D,,exp((J0). descrihinf!. the 

u,-ernge 111oist11re c/if/i1si1·ity .fin· ahsorption of severnl t;pes of material. 711e error bo1111ds 

gi 1·e11 ji11· 0,,,
1
, re flect the ohse1Tecl range of the \\ 'CJ/er penetrnt ion coeffic ient. 
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4.3 DRYING 

The drying experiments were performed using the NMR probe head given 111 figure 4.6. 

The sample , a small cylinder with a length of 25 mm and a diameter of 20 mm, is placed 

in a teflon holder of which the upper side is open (teflon does hardly contain any hydro

gen). Air, with a 45 ± 5 % relative humidity (RH) and a temperature of 293 ± 0.5 K, is 

blown over the sample, thus creating a one-dimensional drying experiment. 

RF coil 

,?T 

Faraday 

shield 

airflow 45% RH 

> 

sample 

teflon holder 

20 mm 

0 
' ' 
>E--' , ' 

, ' 
~B , ' 

12.5 mm 

Figure ./. 6 Experimental prohe head fi.1r measuring moisture profiles during drying using 

NMR. 

Using this experimental set-up spin-echo experiments arc performed at vanous fixed 

frequency's. ;\ spin-echo experiment at one fixed frequency will give the moisture profile 

within a region or the sample having a height of 0.5 to I mm. Because a well known field 

gradient is applied, the various frequency's can be related to the spatial position . As the 
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RF coil covers almost the entire sample, a complete moisture profile can be measured 

without moving the sample. This procedure is described in more detail in section 3.2.3. 

Measuring an entire moisture profile over 25 mm with an inaccuracy of 1 %, a one-dimen

sional resolution of 1.0 mm (see chapter 3), at 175 equally spaced discrete positions (the 

grid for scanning) typically takes about 40 minutes. During the measurements a time stamp 

is added to each point of such an experimental moisture profile. The moisture profile at a 

specific time is obtained by interpolating subsequent experimental profiles as a function of 

time for each position of the grid, using least-squares fits with cubic splines. 

4.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Each drying experiment was performed for a period of 40 hours or longer. Examples of 

the resulting moisture profiles for several types of building materials are plotted in figure 

4.7. Inspection of the profiles shows variations, which are substantially larger than the 

experimental scatter, and reproduce from profile to profile, e.g., for fired-clay brick at a 

position of 5 mm. The variations reflect the inhomogeneities of the sample. (These 

measured profiles are also available in the form of movies; see appendix A.4 + disk) 

In all cases, except for mortar, a distinct receding drying front is observed after some time. 

The time evolution of the moisture profiles, however, is quite different for the various 

materials. For fired-clay brick (RZ) and gypsum a drying front is observed after approxi

mately 6 hours, whereas it takes more than 20 hours for a drying front to develop in sand

lime brick. 
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Figure 4. 7a Moisture profiles measured during drying for fired-clay brick (RZ). The time 

between subsequent profiles is I hour and the profiles are given for a period of 42 hours. 
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Figure ./. 7h Moisture profiles measured during d1 y ing for sand-lime hrick. The time 

hetween suhsequent profiles is 2 hours and the pn4iles are given for a period of 120 

hours. The dashed line indica/es the residual moislure con/en/ ohserved al 45% relati ve 

humidity in this d1 y ing experimenl. 
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Figure ../. 7d Moisture profiles measured during drying for mortar (MZ). The time between 

subsequent profiles is I hour and the profiles are given for a period of 48 hours. The 

dashed line indicates the residual moisture content observed al 45% re/alive humidify in 

!his d1ying experiment. 
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As can be seen from figure 4. 7 mortar is drying fastest and, except for a residual moisture 

content, it is almost completely dry after 48 hours. A residual moisture content is also 

observed for both gypsum and sand-lime brick. The hygroscopic curves measured for these 

building materials are given in figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Hygroscopic curves; the main curves for absorption and desorption measured 

.for fired-clay brick (RZ) <• ). sand-lime brick (■ , □) , gypsum ("' ,A) and morlar (MZ) (T , v). 

The verlical line indicates the relative humidity of the air (45% RH) used in the drying 

experiments. 

These curves were measured by bringing sample in contact with air having a certain 

relative humidity and waiting for equilibrium. For the sorption curve an initially dry 

sample was used and for the desorption curve an initially wet sample. So each point on 
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such a curve represents an equilibrium situation where no moisture transport occurs. 

Different relative humidities were created by saturated salt solutions. On the average it 

took 3 to 4 weeks for a sample to reach equilibrium. For gypsum, sand-lime brick, and 

mortar a clear hysteresis is present. The residual moisture content measured for desorption 

at 45% RH ranges from 0.1 % of the capillary moisture content for fired-clay brick, via 3% 

for mortar, up to I 0% for sand-lime brick and gypsum. The residual moisture content that 

is observed for these materials in our forced drying experiment, however, is lower then the 

corresponding value on the desorption curve. In fact it is only slightly higher than the 

corresponding value on the absorption curve for 45% RH. This indicates that during this 

frirced drying a desorption curve ending just above the main absorption curve is followed. 

As soon as the drying is started. heat will be extracted and the temperature of the top of 

the sample will decrease and a temperature gradient will develop. In this case the heat 

flow and hence the moisture transport is no longer a one-dimensional problem. To investi

gate the magnitude of the temperature gradients, the temperature profile was measured 

using thermocouples. Since these will disturb the NMR-experiment, these measurements 

were done separately during a second, similar drying experiment in the same experimental 

set-up. Two typical temperature distributions as measured for fired-clay brick and sand

lime brick are plotted in figure 4.9. (During neutron scanning radiography the temperature 

and moisture distribution could be measured simultaneously [PEL93]; the results were 

largely the same as those obtained with the NMR set-up). 

Just after the onset of drying the largest temperature difference is measured. Since heat 

will start to flow towards the sample, after about one hour a kind of quasi-stationary situ

ation develops, in which the heat flows to and from the sample are almost equal. When the 

receding drying front enters the material, the drying is internally limited by vapour trans

port. Hence the drying rate and thus the heat extracted from the sample is strongly 

decreased; consequently the maximum temperature difference decreases rapidly. Especially 

for fired-clay brick, where there is a distinct receding drying front, this transition is seen 

clearly. About two hours later, i.e. , about 8 hours after the start, the experiment can be 

regarded as isothermal. 
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Figure -1.Y Measured temperatures during drying for .fired-clay brick (RZ) and sand-lime 

hrick In the inset the positions olthe thermucuup/es are shown. 

To derive De from the experimental moisture profiles, equation 4.1 is integrated with 

respect to x, yielding: 

(4.10) 

In this equation, use is made of the fact that the parti al derivative of 8 with respect to x 1s 

zero at the vapour tight bottom (x = /). The resulting numerically calculated moisture 

diffusivities of the materials given in figure 4.7 are plotted against the corresponding mois

ture content in figure 4.10, except for mortar. In this figure only results are included for 

those regions of the material where the effects of inhomogeneities are relatively small and 

the situation can be regarded as isothermal. For the calculations of the derivative 88/ox 
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local averages of the experimental data were taken, to reduce the effect of fluctuations . 

(The numerical procedure to calculate D11 from measured profiles is given in more detail in 

appendix A.3). It is obvious that the data in the figure have a significant scatter, which is 

rather pronounced at both high and low moisture contents. This is directly related to the 

accuracy by which the derivati ve of the moisture content with respect to position can be 

determined. Despite these uncertainties, the data clearly reveal a well defined variation of 

the moisture diffusivity with moisture content, indicating that the moisture diffusivity is 

not dependent upon the position. This indicates that also the moisture transport during 

drying in these materials can be modeled by a diffusion equation. 

In the observed behav iour of the moisture diffusivity three regimes can be distinguished, 

which each can be related to a certain regions of the moisture profiles (see Fig. 4.7). At 

high moisture contents the moisture transport is dominated by liquid transport: the almost 

horizonta l profiles correspond to a high moisture diffusivity. With decreasing moisture 

content the large pores will be drained and will therefore no longer contribute to liquid 

transport. Subsequently the moisture diffusivity will decrease. Below a so-called critical 

moisture content, the water in the sample no longer forms a continuous phase. Hence the 

moisture has to be transported by vapour and this transport will therefore be governed by 

the vapour pressure. For small moisture contents the moisture diffusivity starts to increase 

again , resulting in a minimum in the moisture diffusivity. This can be explained by noting 

that the contribution of the vapour transport to the moisture transport can be related to the 

slope a0/8RH o f the hygroscopic curve (see Fig. 4.8). Starting at I 00 % relative humidity 

the slope decreases rapidly; a small gradient of the moisture content will involve a gradient 

of the vapour pressure which increases with decreasing moisture content. This will result 

in an increasing moisture diffusivity at low moi sture contents, which regime corresponds 

to the almost hori zontal profiles at these moisture contents. The minimum in the moisture 

diffusivity therefore indicates the transition from moisture transport dominated by liquid 

transport to moisture transport dominated by vapour transport. This transition from liquid 

to vapour transport corresponds to the drying front in the moisture profiles. 
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For mortar, where the moisture profiles arc rather flat and have no distinct drying front , 

only a rough estimate can be made of the moisture diffusivity at the minimum: 

"' 3x I 0-9 m2s-1
• (for mortar a moisture diffusivity was constructed which approximates the 

observed drying behaviour; this diffusivity is given in appendix A.5). 

4.3.2 ERROR ANALYSIS 

In the determination of the moisture diffusivity for drying from the measured moisture 

profiles, three main causes of errors can be identified: I) the grid for scanning, 2) the one

dimensional resolution, and 3) the noise in the moisture content measurement. To investi

gate the effects of these errors and to check the method that was used to calculate the 

moisture diffusivity from the moisture profiles, computer simulations were done. First, the 

drying was simulated for an ideal sample, using a moisture diffusivity similar to the 

experimental result obtained for a brick (type RZ). These moisture profiles were computed 

using standard procedures from the NAG-library [NAG91]. As previously shown [PEL93], 

the grid for scanning the moisture profile should be as fine as possible, to enable a correct 

determination of the moisture diffusivity. Moisture profiles with an equally spaced grid of 

0. 15 mm were generated from computed ideal profiles. This grid corresponds to the one 

used in the NMR measurements. Using these simulated discrete moisture profiles, the 

moisture diffusivity was recalculated using the method discussed in the previous section. 

The recalculated moisture diffusivity was found to reproduce the original behaviour within 

I% over the full moisture content range. 

Secondly, the one-dimensional resolution was investigated. If this resolution is too low, the 

measured profiles will be smoothed and the extrema of the derivative of the moisture 

content with respect to position will be underestimated. The results of a combined error 

simulation involving both a 0.15 mm grid for scanning and a one-dimensional resolution 

or 1.0 mm (sec chapter 3) are shown in figure 4.11 a. The moisture diffusivity is repro

duced well over the full range: only the minimum moisture diffusivity is slightly overesti

mated. 
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To check for the in fl uence of noise. 2% random noise was added to the simulated moisture 

profi les. The results arc giYcn in fi gure 4. 11 b. The original moistu re diffusivity is sti ll 

rather well n:produccd. Moreover. as can be seen from comparison of fi gure 4. 1 I b and 

4.1 Oa. the characteristics of the experimental results are reproduced very ni ce ly. From 

these simulati ons it can be conc luded that the grid for scanning and the one-d imensional 

reso lution in the NMR experiments had only a minor influence on the determination of the 

moisture diffusivity. 
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4.3.3 RECEDING DRYING FRONT M ETHOD 

In o rder to simulate the drying o f the materials under investigation, it is very important to 

know the mo isture diffusivi ty al low moisture contents. As a lready mentioned in the 

previous section. in thi s regime the mo isture transport is dominated by vapour transport, 

whi ch limits the overall drying rate. I lowever. the experimental and simulated results in 

ligure 4.10 and 4. I I, respective ly, reveal that the mo isture diffusivity in thi s range cannot 

be determined from measured profiles with suffici ent accuracy. T herefore a new method of 

analysis was developed. based on the receding drying front. The velocity at which thi s 

front enters the materi al can be used to approximate the moisture diffusivity at low mois

ture contents: thi s diffusivity is approximated such that the receding drying front of the 

si mul ation has the same front ve loc ity as the experimentally determined one. 

To determine the velocity of the drying front , the position of this fro nt has to be identified 

as a function of time. The moisture content at the minimum of the moisture diffusivity 

(ro ughl y corresponding to the maximum of 30/ax. cf. Eq. 4. IO) was chosen as a marker 

fo r the reced ing front position. In figure 4.12 the position of the front is plolled against the 

corresponding time for the series of data on fired-clay brick. sand-lime brick , and gypsum, 

given in figure 4. 7. In all cases. the variation of the position with time can be approxi

mated by a linear relation , indi cating that the receding front has an almost constant veloc

ity. In table 4.4 the front veloc ity for the various building materia ls is given. (Note that in 

simplifi ed models or moi sture transport , in which vapour and liquid transport are assumed 

to be separate processes. the position or the front is predicted to be proportional to Vt 

111\M8-+J). 
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Figure 4.12 Position of the marker indicating the receding dry ing .front plolled against the 

corresponding time for various materials. 

type of material front velocity ( 10-5 mm s- ') 

fired-clay brick RZ 6.0 ± 0.4 

RH 7.0 ± 0.5 

GZ 7 .1 ± 0.5 

GH 5. 1 ± 0.4 

VE 5.3 ± 0.3 

sand- lime brick 3. 1 ± 0.4 

gypsum 7.3 ± 0.4 

Table 4. 4 The receding _front velocity in a sample of 25 mm for various building materials. 
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The velocity determined in thi s way is then used to approximate the moisture diffusivity at 

low moisture contents. To thi s end the moisture diffusivity in the region between the mois

ture content corresponding to 45% re lati ve humidity and the point where the moisture 

diffusivity has roughly two times its minimum value is approximated by a straight line 

(see inset of Fig. 4.1 3). In computer simulations of the drying process the moisture di ffu

siv ity at 45% re lati ve humidi ty is changed until the simulated receding front veloc ity is 

identi cal to the experimentall y determined velocity. In addition to the diffusivity deter

mined from drying experi ments. the moisture di ffusivity fo und from water absorpti on 

ex periments was used in these simulations to model the behav iour at hi gh moisture con

tents (see section 4.2). under the assumpti on that hysteresis can be neglected. In this 

respect one should note that the behaviour of the moisture diffusivi ty at hi gher moisture 

contents has only a minor effect on the drying rate. as a lready indicated above. 

In fi gure 4 .13 thi s procedure is illustrated. The front ve loc ity obtained from the simula

ti ons is plo tted fo r the three material s under investigation as a function of the value of the 

moisture d iffusivity at 45% RH . The so lid curves represent the results fo r the simulated 

front fo r a sample length of 25 mm. re fl ecting the experimental situati on. (S imulations of 

the moisture pro fil es during dry ing fo r various values o f the moi sture diffusivity at 45% 

RI I arc also avail able in the form o f mov ies; see appendi x A.4 + disk). The point where 

such a curve intersects the corresponding experimentally determined fro nt velocity is 

indicated by a black circle. The dashed curve represents the simulated fro nt velocity fo r a 

sample o f fired-c lay bri ck with a length o f 50 mm . To a fa ir approximation it is found that 

fo r a twice as long sample the front ve loc ity is twice as slow (see Fig. 4.1 3). The open 

circle denotes the intersection of thi s curve with the observed front ve loc ity for such a 

sample. The fi gure revea ls a very nice agreement between the moisture diffusivities at 

45% RH infe rred from the 25 mm and 50 mm samples of fired-clay brick, suggesting that 

the receding drying front method is appropriate. 
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The moisture diffusivity for drying over the full moisture content range for the materials 

under investigation can be obtained by combining the moisture diffusivities found from the 

moisture profiles during drying (sec. 4.3.1) and during water absorption (sec. 4.2) with 

those obtained from the receding front method (sec. 4 .3.3). The results of such an approxi

mation arc presented in figure 4. 14. 
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Figure ./.I./ Moisture diffusivity for d1 y ing over the full moisture content range obtained 

hy combining the moisture diffusivitie.1· determined from. successively. moisture profiles 

during absorption (section ./. 2). during d1ying (section ./. 3. /) , and the receding .fi'ont 

method (section ./.3.3). 

Finally, in figure 4.15 illustrates a computer simulation of the drying experiment for fired

clay brick. using the behaviour of the moisture diffusivity given in figure 4.14. As expec

ted. the simulated moisture profiles reproduce the experimental profiles given in figure 

4. 7a very well, except for the first few profiles, indicating that the initial drying rate is 

underestimated. This may be related to temperature effects. 
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4.4. CONC LUS IO NS 

The one-dimensiona l isotherm al mo isture tran sport observed in various po rous building 

materi a ls during absorpti on and drying can be described by a non-linear diffu sion eq uati on. 

The moi sture diffusivity can be determined directly from measured transient moi sture pro

fil es. N uclear mag neti c resonance has been shown to be an acc urate and re li able method to 

determine these moi sture profi les. For both water absorption and drying it is found th at. 

within the experimental accuracy. a sing le unambi guous rel ati on ex ists between the moi s

ture diffus ivity and the mo isture content. which is dependent on the type of materi a l. 

- Water abso rpti on 

It was shown that. except for gy psum. the moisture diffusivity fo r absorptio n can be 

approx imated by a s ing le exponenti a l functi o n o f the mo isture conte nt (Eq. 4. 7). For gyp

sum the mo isture d iffus ivity can be approx imated by two exponenti a l functio ns. each 

describing the moi sture diffusivity in a certain mo isture content range (Eq. 4.9). Writing 

the moisture diffusi v ity in a no rmali zed form (Eq. 4.8) . it is fou nd tha t for many inorganic 

building materia ls ~ 0,ap"' 7.5. 

- Drying 

Using the developed NMR equipment with hi gh spatial reso luti on. measurements co uld be 

perfo rmed on sma ller sampl es than those that a rc genera ll y used. Hence a strong reduction 

in the time needed to determine the mo isture diffusivity could be ac hieved . (In the litera

ture cxperi men ts an; reported on samples of ove r I 00 mm, with subsequent longer measu

rement times. i.e .. in the order o f 8 to 72 days fK007 1. C RA 83]). 

From error analys is it was shown the grid for scanning and the one-dimensio nal reso luti o n 

had onl y a minor intluencc on the determination o f the mo isture diffusivity fo r drying. The 

error in the calc ul ati on o f the mo isture diffus ivity was dominated by experimenta l noise 

and inhomogeneities in the porosity of the materia l. 

The velocity of the reced ing drying front was fo und to be constant. Using the experimen

ta ll y observed veloc ity o f thi s receding front. the moi sture diffusivity can be approximated 

in such a way that it correctl y mode ls the mo isture profil es during dry ing . 
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5 MOISTURE TRANSPORT AT 

THE BRICK/MORTAR INTERFACE 

" I INTRO DUCTI ON 

In the prev ious chapter attenti on was given to the mo isture transport in vari ous buildin g 

materi a ls se parately . In masonry, however, bri ck and mortar are bonded. T hi s bonding is 

essenti al to its structural behavi our. Much research has been foc used on the bonding pro

cess and the parameters influenc ing the mechanical behavio ur o f thi s bo nding . An exten

sive literature revi ew can be found in GRO93. On the other hand, a lmost no research has 

been reported on mo isture transport across the brick/mortar interface . O ften it is assumed 

t a t a perrect hydraulic contact exists between mortar and brick (e.g .. GA R92), so the 

sucti on is constant over the boundary (Eq. 2.34). In order to veri fy thi s assumpti on. 

pre liminary abso rpti on experiments were performed on bri ck/ mo rtar sampl es. The samples 

were cylindrica l bars with a diameter o f 20 mm and were made up o f fired-c lay brick. in 

kngth ranging between 70 and 110 mm. and 45 mm of mortar. T he sampl es the re fore do 

not re tl ect the mortar jo ints in practi ce. which have a thi ckness o r the orde r o f 20 111111. J\ 

larger mortar ·j o int" was chosen because of ex perimental limita ti ons and to enable the 

observa tion o f a possibl e change of the mortar due to the bonding process. T he samples 

\ ere made of the same type of fired-clay brick and mortar as used in the prev io us chapter. 

For eac h type of bri ck two samples were made, using mo rtar with (MM) and without 

(MZ) air-ent ra ining agent. More detail s of the sampl e preparatio n arc given in appendi x 

J\.2 . 

5.2 WATER ABSORPT IO N 

The water abso rption experiments were performed using the same experimental set-up and 

procedure as outlined in section 4.2: Each wetting moisture profile consists of sma ll partia l 

profiles. each measured at a different position and time. After an entire mo isture profil e is 
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scanned. a next profil e is scanned. and so on. 

The water absorpti on o f each sampl e was measured from brick to mortar and the oppos ite, 

from mortar to brick. No significant di ffe rences were observed in the transport near the 

inter face fo r the various types of fired-clay bri ck. T herefore in fi gure 5. 1 and 5.2 some 

typ ical pro fil es fo r water absorpti on from bri ck to mo rtar and fro m mortar to bri ck are 

presented fo r the two types o f mortar, i.e ., mortar with and without a ir-entra ining agent. 

(These measured pro fil es are a lso available in the fo rm of mov ies; see appendi x A.4 + 

di sk) 

These fi gures reveal tha t the water absorption o f the two types o f bo nded mortar is largely 

different from water absorption of mortar samples hardened separately (see section 4. 2), 

espec ia lly fo r the mortar w ith air-entra ining agent. For both types of mo rtar it is found that 

the pro fil es no longer collapse on a single curve a fter Bo ltzmann tran sformati on, indi cating 

tha t the moisture diffusivity is dependent upon the positi on. It was estimated from the 

ex perimental data, tha t fo r both types of mortar the water penetrati on coe ffi c ient decreases 

towards the mortar/brick interface by a fac tor of 2 to 4 . Thi s variation o f the hygric 

properti es with positi on is probabl y caused by sucti on of water out o f the mortar into the 

brick during the bonding process. As a result , parti c les will be transported to the mor

tar/brick interface and the mortar beco mes more compact near the interface [G R093. 

AND42 1. 

However. fo r the mortar w ith air-entra ining agem it is observed that both fo r water absorp

ti on fro m bric k to mortar and from mortar to bri ck. a lmost no water is transported across 

the interface. It seems that near the inter face e ither an almost impermeable layer is fo rmed 

or that the hydrauli c contac t is bad. resulting in a large jump in suction . 

In the case of mortar witho ut a ir-entra in ing agent moisture transport across the interface is 

observed . Because o f the re latively large mo isture d iffusivity of the bri ck in compari son to 

that o f the mortar. two situa tions can be di stingui shed . In the case of absorptio n from brick 

to mortar. moisture pro fil es start to develop in the mortar when the water reaches the 

interface. S ince the mortar absorbs water rather slowl y. the brick is qui ckly saturated up to 

its capilla ry mo isture content. In the case of absorption from mortar to brick, the water is 

quickl y absorbed by the brick when it reaches the interface, and a fte r a few hours an 
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Figure 5. I Moisture profiles measured during the absorption of water in a sample offired

clay brick (CH) and mortar without air-entraining agent (MZ). The profiles are composed 

of partial profiles each measured at different position and time. The experiment lasted 6 

hours in the case of absorption ji-om brick to mortar (a) and 24 hours in the case of 

absorption .ft-om mortar to brick (b) The shaded box indicates the interface area and the 

dashed line indicates the end of the sample. In figure a 22 profiles are plolled; afier the 

first 10 profiles the time between subsequent profiles is in the order of 20 min. in .figure b 

3-1 profiles are plolled; afier 1he first IO profiles !he time between subsequent profiles is in 

the order of-15 min. 
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Figure 5. 2 Moisture profiles measured during the absorption al water in a sample offired

c!ay brick (CZ) and mortar with air-entraining agent (MM). The experiment lasted 14 

hours in the case al absorption from brick to mortar (a) and 20 hours in the case al 

absorption fi·om mortar to brick (b). The shaded box indicates the interlace area and !he 

dashed line indicates the end al the sample. In figure a 59 profiles are plotted; afier the 

first IO profiles the time between subsequent profiles is in the order ol 15 min. in figure b 

56 profiles are plotted. afier the .first 15 profiles the time between subsequent profiles is in 

the order of 20 min 
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a lmost sta ti onary mo isture profi le develops in the mortar. (J3oth phenomena can a lso be 

seen in co mput er simulati ons of an ideali zed s ituati on, as g iven in appendi x A.6). 

I f. as suggested, a perfect hydraulic contac t wou ld ex ists between brick a nd mortar, each 

o r the mate ri a ls sho uld a lso absorb mo isture up to its capi ll a ry mo isture content, if the 

o ther mate ri a l was sat urated up to its capillary mo isture content. However, in the case of 

brick/mortar it appears that the moi sture content o f the mortar near the bo undary does no t 

reac h its capill ary moi sture content i.e .. "" 0.20 m3in ·1 (see the water absorpti on expcri m,;nt 

fro m morta r to brick). S imil ar to the case of mortar with a ir-ent ra ining agent. it is no t 

clear whether thi s is due lo a jump in suc tion or to a small layer a t the brick-morta r 

surface which has beco me less permeable to moi sture fl ow. Hence additional experiments 

were performed on the same sampl es with a reduced amount o f morta r. i.e ., half of 1he 

mortar was cut o ff. In fi gure 5.3 a typica l result is g iven. (T hese measured profiles arc 

a lso ava il able in the form of mov ies: sec append ix A.4 + di sk) . 
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In thi s case, it is observed that , when the moisture reaches the end o f the mortar the 

moisture pro fil es beco me fl at. However, the mortar does still not saturate up to its capil

lary moisture content. These results suggest that there is no perfect hydraulic contact 

between the two components brick and mortar, and suggest a jump in suction over the 

bri ck/mortar interface. O f course. experiments over a more ex tended period of time have 

to be perfo rmed to verify thi s po int. 

Add itiona l in fo rmati on might be ac hieved from the sucti on curves of the indi vidual 

materi als. However, due to experimenta l problems. the mortar suctions were no t obtained. 

The sucti on curves for the bri cks are given in appendi x A. I . 

5.3 CONCLUSIONS 

During the bo nding process with brick, the hygric properties of mortar change significantl y 

compared to mortar samples hardened separately, espec iall y in the case o f mortar with air

entra ining agent. Pre liminary measurements indicate that there is no perfec t hydraulic 

contac t between mortar and brick, and suggest a jump in suction across the brick/mortar 

interface. Due to the limited number of ex periments, no sati sfactory ex planati on can be 

given fo r the observed phenomena and more research on thi s subj ect is needed. 
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61 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

In this chapter the main conclusions of each chapter will be summarized and some sugges

tions for future research will be given. 

- Chapter 2: Theory 

The isothermal moisture transport in porous media can be described fairly well by a non

linear diffusion equation. Here all mechanisms for moisture transport, i.e., liquid flow and 

vapour diffusion (with associated enhancement mechanisms) are combined into a single 

moisture diffusivity which is dependent on the actual moisture content. 

More theoretical investigations are needed to establish a relation between the microstruc

turc (e.g. , pore distribution) and the macroscopic diffusion coefficients for liquid and 

vapour transport. This could give more insight into the variation of the moisture diffusivity 

for various types of building material. 

- Chapter 3: Moisture measurement 

With both NMR and neutron radiography the moisture content can be determined quant i

tatively, one-dimensionally, and in a non-destructive way. Unlike neutron transmission, the 

signal obtained by NMR is directly related to the amount of hydrogen nuclei in the 

selected region or a sample. 

In the NMR equipment, developed for the measurements presented in this thesis, the signal 

is obtained by straightforward Hahn sequences (90,-, - l 80±J· If Carr-Purcell-Meiboorn

Gill sequences (90,-, - 180_, - 2, - 180 , - ... ) are used, the moisture content and the spin

spin relaxation time (T2) can be measured simultaneously. So apart from a moisture 

profile, also the corresponding T, distribution may be obtained. 

In principle, the variation of T2 can be related to various pore sizes 111 which the liquid 

water is present. This additional information may be used to verify the vapour enhance

ment mechanisms: liquid islands and surface diffusion. It may also be used to study the 
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change of the structure of the mortar due to particle transport during the initial bonding 

process. Thi s additiona l in fo rmation can, however, only be obtained fo r materia ls with a 

low concentration o f magnetic impurities. 

Extension of the NMR eq uipment with additi onal gradi ent co il s will o ffer the possibility to 

determine two dimensional moisture di stributions and thereby the possibility to veri fy two 

dimensiona l mode ls of moisture transport (e.g., moisture di stri bution in brick/ mortar 

samples during water absorption and dry ing). 

- Chapter 4: Determinat ion o f the moisture di ffusivity 

It was shown that. the mo isture diffusivity can be determined directly from transient mois

ture profiles dur ing absorpti on and drying. For both water absorption and drying it is 

fo und that within the experimental acc uracy. a single unambiguous re lati on exi sts between 

the moisture di ffusivity and the actual mo isture content , whi ch is dependent on the type of 

materi al. 

- Water absorpti on 

The moisture d iffusivity fo r absorpti on can be approx imated by a sing le exponentia l 

function of moisture content fo r the building materials considered in thi s thesis, except fo r 

gypsum . 

Writing the moisture diffus ivity in a normali zed form it appears that fo r many inorgan ic 

building materi als p 0cap ~ 7.5. Thi s re latw n has to be checked for more inorganic build ing 

materials. and also a more theoreti ca l basis is needed to establi sh its validity ( e.g. , under 

which conditions) . 

Assum ing P 0""P = 7.5 for an inorganic porous materia l, the moisture d iffusivity is then 

given by: 

D0 =D0 exp[ 7.5(f )] 
cap 

(6. 1) 

If the capillary moisture content and either the water absorption coefficient , A, or the 

wnter penetrati on coefficient , B, of a materi al are known, D0 can be calculated [BRU79]. 

Hence, based on coeffic ients which ca n be determined by simple experiments, a first 
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approximati on can be made o f the mo isture diffusivity. which may be very useful fo r 

eng ineering appli cati ons. 

- Drying 

The error in the ca lcul ati on o f the moisture diffus ivity was domina ted by experimenta l 

noi se and inhomogeneiti es in the porosity of the mate ria ls. The veloc ity o r the receding 

dry in g fro nt was fo und to de pend on the length o r the sampl e. but appeared to be constant 

wi thin the ex perimental acc uracy. Using thi s observed ve loc ity the moisture diffus ivity can 

be appro xim ated in such a way that it correc tl y model s the profiles durin g d rying . 

It is surpri sing that. a lso in the region where the mo isture transport is assum ed to be domi 

nated by vapour tran sport. the ex perimenta l results can be model ed by a non- linear diffu

s ion .:quation. since in chapt.:r 2 thi s modeling was obta ined by assuming 01 > I 0-3_ 

In the ex periments repo rted in thi s thesis th.: samples where dri ed at a fi xed re lati ve 

humidity o r 45%. If the same sampl e is dri ed at diffe rent fixed re lative humi d iti es. more 

informati on can be obta ined abo ut the behav io ur o f the mo isture d iffus iv it y at low mois

ture content s. In add iti on. mo re ex periments have to be performed on sampl es o f different 

length to verify. the relation between the length of a sampl e and the reced ing drying front 

ve loc ity. 

The drying ex periments can be pe rfo rmed at di ffe rent temperatures. Compari so n o f th.:sc 

mo isture diffusiviti es may give insight into the contributi on of the vari ous transport med1-

an isms. since these m.:chani sms have a different temperature dependency. 

Us ing independent vapour permeability measurements in combination w ith the hygroscop ic 

curve. the moisture diffusivity at low moisture contents can be de te rmined. These results 

can be used to validate o r modify the linear approx imation of the mo isture diffusivity at 

low mo isture co ntents as assumed in the reced ing fro nt method. 

- Chapte r 5: Moi sture transport a t the brick/morta r inte rface 

During the bonding process with brick . the hygric properties of morta r change s ignificantl y 

compared to mortar harde ned separate ly. Pre liminary absorption measure ments o n 

brick/mortar samples indi cate that there is no perfect hydraulic contact between mortar nd 
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brick and suggest a _jump in sucti on. 

As indi cated above. NM R can be used to prov ide in fo rlllat ion on the change of the lllOrtar 

due to particle transpo rt during the bonding process. Microscopy of hardened samples can 

also g ive ins ight into thi s particl e transport. Moreover. it can give in fo rmati on on the 

contact betwee n mo rtar and brick. 

As a lready indicated in chapter 5. the absorption experiments have to performed over mo re 

extended periods o r time ( o f the o rder o f weeks to months). The dryi ng process o f satu

rated brick/mortar sa lll ples has to be studied also. to sec whether the lllOisture transport 

across the interlace shows the same phcnolllena as during abso rpti on. 

- Genera l re mark s 

T he results or the presen t study ca n be used to describe and s imul ate the water absorpti on 

and drying o f indi vidua l inorgani c porous building materia ls. For s imulati on of lllasonry 

and assoc ia ted problelll s in prac ti ce at least a two dilllensio nal lllodc l of the mo isture trans

port is needed. It is therefore necessary to mode l the mo isture transport across the inter

lace. As a lready indicated above. lll orc research will be needed fo r thi s purpose. 

In the present study e ffects o f hysteres is. temperature. and contaminants were not taken 

into account. Th.: influence o f these !acto rs has to be conside red. before a reali sti c model 

of moisture transport in pract ice can be obtained. In add itio n. the present study was limited 

to iso trop ic llla tc ri a ls. In practice. however. many durability problems are re lated to 

anisotropic materials. e.g .. ex truded tir.:d-c lay brick. in whi ch the mode ling of the mo ist ure 

transport is much lllore complicated . These lllate ria ls may be the subj ec t o f future studies. 
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SUMMARY 

Moisture plays a dominant role in various deterioration mechanisms of building material s. 

e.g .. frost damage or salt crystallization. In the case of masonry, thi s deteri oration may 

reveal itself in various forms, e.g., dccolouring of the surface. cracking and chipping, or 

desintegration of brick and/or mortar. A detailed knowledge of the moi sture transport is 

essential for understanding the durability. which in this respect may be regarded as t e 

resi stance of a material or construction against deterioration caused by attacks from i ls 

env ironment. In thi s thesis the isothermal moisture transport in various porous building 

materials. i.e .. fired-clay brick, sand-lime brick , mortar, and gypsum plaster. is discussed. 

The isothermal macroscopic moist ure transport in porous materi als can be described fairly 

well by a non-linear diffusion eq uati on. In thi s diffusion model, all mechani sms for moi:;

ture transport. i. e .. liquid n ow and vapour diffusion (with the assoc iated enhancement 

mechanisms). arc com bined into a sing le moistu re diffusivity which is dependent on the 

ac tual moisture content. 

In principle. the moisture diffusivity can be determined directly from measured transient 

moisture profiles. With Nucl ear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) techniques, which yield an 

output signal , that is proportional to the amount of hydrogen nuclei in a certain selected 

region of the materia l, the moisture profiles can be determined non-destructively. Because 

of the large amount of paramagnetic ions present in many porous building materials, the 

hydrogen nucl ei in these mater ials exhibit very short transverse relaxation times and a 

broad resonance linewidth. Therefore specialized NMR equipment was deve loped, which 

enables the measurement of the moisture profil es in these types of material s with a one

dimensional resolution of I mm and an absolute accuracy of a few percent. 

Us ing this NMR eq uipment the moisture profiles are determined during water absorption 

and drying. For both o f these processes it is found that, within the ex perimenta l acc uracy. 

a single unambi guous relation exists between the moisture diffusivity and the ac tual 11101s

turc content. which is dependent on the type of material. 

For the porous building materials discussed in this thesis, except for gypsum. it is found 
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that the moisture diffusivity for absorption can be approximated by a single exponenti al 

functi on o f the moisture content. 

It is shown that the limited number o f d iscrete positions at which the moisture profiles are 

scanned and the one-dimensional resolution of the NMR equipment have only a minor 

influence on the determinati on of the moisture diffusivity for drying. The error in the 

calculation of the moisture diffusivity is dominated by experimenta l no ise and 

inhomogeneiti es in the porosity of the materials under investi gation. In the drying experi

ments, it is observed that a fter some time, a receding drying front develops that moves 

through the materi al with constant ve loc ity. In thi s stage o f the drying process the moisture 

transport is dominated by vapour transport, which limits the overall drying rate. A new so

call ed receding front method is deve loped that uses the constant ve locity o f the drying 

front to mode l the isotherm al moisture transport at low moisture constants. 

In masonry bri ck and mortar are bonded, and these will therefore interact. Hence attention 

is given to the mo isture transport across the brick/mortar interface. It is found that during 

the bond ing process the hygri c properti es of the mortar change significantl y compared to 

mortar hardened independentl y. Pre liminary absorpti on experiments using brick/mortar 

samples indicate that there is no perfect hydraulic contact, and suggest a jump in suction 

across the interface. Due to the limited number o f experiments in the latter study no 

sati sfactory explanati on can be given yet fo r the moisture transport phenomena observed 

near the brick/mortar interface. 
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SAMENV ATTING 

Vocht spce lt een dominante rol in talrijk e schademcchani smen bij bouwmateria len. Voor

bcelden hiervan zijn vorst sehade en sehade door zo utkri stalli satie . Deze sehade komt bi_i 

voorbeeld bij metselwerk tot uitdrukking in verkleuring van het oppervlak, scheurvormin g 

en a fschilfering. of desintegratie van baksteen en/o f' mo rtel. 

De beschrij ving van het voehttransport is van bc lang om een be te r begrip van de duur

zaamheid te kunnen krij gen. Hi e rbij kan de duurzaamheid warden gezien a ls de weerstand 

van een materiaal of eonstruetie tege n aanva lsmechani smen vanuit zijn o mgev in g . In dit 

proefschrift wo rdt het isotherme voc htt ransport in versc hill ende poreuze bouwmaterialen. 

te wetcn baksteen. kalkzandsteen. morte l en g ipsplei stcr. besproken. 

I let macroscopi sche isotherme voc htt ransport in po reuze materialen kan rede lijk nauw

keurig worden beschreven met ee n ni et-lineaire diffu sie verge lijking. In dit diffusie mode l 

1_jjn a ll e transportmechanismen voo r het vochttranspo rt . zoa ls vloeistofstrorning en damp

diffusic (met interacticrnechani smen voor versnelling van transport ). gecornbineerd to t een 

vochtdiffusiecoeffieient welke a flrnnk elijk is van het vochtgehalte ze lf. 

In principe kan de vochtdiffusiecoefficicnt recht strecks bepaa ld worden uit gerneten 

tijcl sa lhanke lijke vochtprofielen. Met behulp van kern spin-resonantie techni eken (NMR). 

waarbij het s ignaal evenredig is met de hoevce lhe id waterstolkernen in een bepaald 

gese lecteerd gebied van het materi aa l. kunnen de vochtpro fi elen niet-destructief gemete n 

wo rclen. Poreuze bo uwmaterialen bezitten vee l paramagnetische ionen. Hi erdoor hebben de 

watersto lkernen in deze materialen zeer korte rel axatie tijden en een g rote resonantielijn

breedte. Daarorn is spec iale kernspinresonanti e apparatuur ontw ikke lcl waarrnee het vocht

geha lte in deze materia len kan warden bepaald met een eendimensional e reso luti e va n 

I mm en een abso lute nauw keuri gheid van enkele procenten. 

Met behulp van deze kern spinresonanti e apparatuur zijn vochtpro fi e len gemeten tijdens 

waterabsorptie en tijdens drogen. Bij beide processen is. binnen de meetnauwkeurighe id. 

een eenduidi ge relatie gevonden tussen de vochtdifTusieeoefficient en het vochtgehalte 

welkc a fhankelijk is van het type materi aa l. 
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Voor de in dit proefsc hrift bestudeerde poreuze materialen. behalve voor g1ps, kan de 

voc htdillus iecocffi c icnt voor waterabsorptie benaderd warden met een enkelvoudige expo

nenticle functie va n hel voc htgehalte . 

Aangetoond is dal het aantal roosterpunten waarop gemeten wordl en de ccndimensionale 

resolutie van de kernspinresonantic apparatuur de bepaling van de voehtdilTussieeoeflicient 

voor drogen nauwelijk s bc"invloeden. De fout in de berekening van de vochtdiffus iecocffi

cicnt wordt volledig bepaald door de meetruis en de inhomogeniteiten in de porosite it van 

het maleri aa l. In de droogexperimenten is geconstateerd dat zich na enige tijd een terug

lrekkcnd droog front ontwikkelt. dat z ich met een constante snelheid door het materi aa l 

bewccgt. In dc,.e fase van het droogproces wordt het voc httransport bepaald door het 

damptransporl. dat de to tale clroogsnelheid begrenst. f-: r is een methode on twikk eld. de 

zoge naamdc "receding i"ront method" . 0 111 op bas is va n de conslanlc snelheid van het 

intrckkcnde droogfrnnt hc t isothermc voc httransport bij lage voc ht gc haltc tc modelleren . 

In mct sclwerk zijn bak stcen en mo rtel aan e lkaar geheeht en deze zull en dan ook ccn wi s

selwcrking hebben . l)aarorn is er aandac ht besteed aan hct voc httransport over het grcns

' lak bak stecn/mortcl. Ti_jclens he l uithardingsproees bli_jken de hyg ri sc he e igensc happen van 

mortel sterk le vcranderen ten opzichte van mortel. wclke indi vidueel is uitgehard. De 

voorlopige absorplie experimenten laten zien dat er geen idcaal hydrauli seh contact is 

tussen de materialen. en geven een aanwi_j z ing dat er een sprong oplreedt in de vochlpoten

tiaal ove r hel gn:nsvlak. Door de beperkte hoeveelhe icl ex perimenten kan echter nog geen 

afdoende verklaring ,,·orden gegeven voor de transport vcrsc hi_jnselen die bij het grensvlak 

baksteen en mnrtcl , .i_jn waargennmen . 
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APPENDIX A. I MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

In the present study the moisture transport was studied m various kinds of inorganic 

porous building materials. i.e.; 

- 5 types of so ft mud machine moulded fired-clay brick; 

VE : red coloured brick. manufactured by de Vijf Eiken (Gil ze Rij en). 

RI-I / RZ : red co loured brick. manufactured by Bora! edusa (Lobith). 

GZ I GI-I : ye ll ow co loured brick, manu fac tured by Bora! Nedusa (Erlecom). 

- I type of sand-lime brick (also call ed ca lcium sili cate brick), manufac turer unknown. 

- mortar ( I : 4.5) in two variations: with, MM , and without air-entra ining agent, MZ. 

More detail s on the composition of the mortars and the preparation can be fo und in 

appendi x A.2 . 

- 1 type of gy psum plaster: MP75SL, manufactured by Knauff. 

In the tables and fi gures the following properties will be given of these building materials: 

- mass density. p. 

- the porosity as determined from vacuum saturati on, n. 

- capillary moisture content, 0,ap. 

- relaxation times T 1, T2 of the hydrogen nuclei in NMR experiments. 

- magneti c susceptibility, x. 

- Fe content of the materi al as determined chemicall y. 

- coeffici ents. D0 and [3, of the exponential function describing the moisture diffusivity for 

abso rption. 

- water absorpt ion coeffi cient, A. 

- water penetra ti on cocrticient , B. 

- receding drying fron t ve locity fo r a sample of 25 mm . 

- moisture diffusivity fo r dry ing. 

hygroscopic curves and capillary pressure curves. 

- pore size distribution as determined by mercury porosimetry. 
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mass dens ity p (kg 111°
1

) relaxati on times T , (m s). T, (p s) 

mo isture content s magnetic susceptibi lity x ( I o·" emu Gs·' gram ·' ) 

n, 0, . ., ,, (111 1 ni" ' ) Fe conten t (% M/M) 

ty pe o r mate ri a l p 11 0 Clp Tl T, Fe 

brick RI I 173 0 0. 3 1 0 . 19 23 0 2 10 3.5 

RZ 1630 0 .36 0.265 190 300 

G Ii 1660 0 .37 0. 2 1 25 0 360 3.3 

GI. 1550 0. 36 0 27 120 240 

VE 1570 0.4 1 0.28 300 180 4 .0 

sand-lime brick 161 7 0 .3 4 0 .27 45 850 -

mortar MZ 1900 0.23 0.18 35 1000 -

MM 1800 0 .23 0. 15 30 950 -

gypsum 1050 0.42 0 .28 50 4 100 <0.1 

r ahle 1/ I In this whles the ji1//0 1i-ing p roperties are g iven 

- mass density. p. 

- the porosity as determinedjimn 1·ac1111m saturation. n. 

capillun• 111uisture co111e111. O,,,". 

- relu.wtion times l'1 . T, of the hydrogen nuclei in NMR experiments. 

magne tic .rnsceptih ility . X· 

- re co11te111 u/ the material as detem1i11ed che111ica/ly. 

X 

2.7 1 

2.50 

4 . I 6 

3 .6 1 

3 .43 

0 .53 

0. 13 

0.18 

- 0.26 
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wat er absorption drying fro nt 

mo isture diffus ivity D0 = D" cxp(i30) (m 's·' ) ve loc ity for 

absorption/penetra ti on coef. A (kg 111 ·' s· ' ). B (111 s·' ) sample of 

25 111111 
type o f material D" p A B 

( JO·' mm s· ') 

br ick RH 3.25x 10·9 40.0 0.2 5 1.51 7.0 

RZ 3. I 5x Io·'' 30.0 0.43 1.70 6.0 

Gil 2.55x JO ·" 37.0 0.26 1.42 5. 1 

GI 3.50x I o-•, no 0.37 1.37 7. 1 

VE 2.35x Io-·, 3 1.0 0 .55 2.00 5.3 

sand-lime bri ck' 7.90x !O·" 3 1.0 - 0.32 3.1 

mo rtar MZ 2.35x 10· 10 40.0 - 1.09 -

MM 2. I 5x 10-'1 46.0 - 0.92 -

gypsum ' I .90x 10·" 49 .0 - 0.58 7.3 

1 de te rmined from one sample 

Table A. I (second part) 

- coefficients. D,, ancl (3. of the exponential function cle.1cribing the moisture cliffusivity _fi11 · 

absorption. 

- \Valer ah.rnrption coefficient. A. 

- irater penetration coefficient. B. 

receding drying.front ,·elocityfor a sample of 25 111111. 
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Fig ure A. I Moi.11ure di/Ji1si, ·i1_r f or dr )'i11i; o ,·er !he fiill 111oi.1·1ure co/1/enl range ohlainecl by co111b i11 -

i11g !lie 111ois1ure diffusi,·i1ies de1em1i11edfro111. successive!)'. 111oislure co11ce111rali1111 profiles during 

absurp1io11 (sec1io11 -1. 2) . during dry ini; (sec1i1111 -1. 3. I). and !he receding drying frolll 111e1hocl 

(secli1111 -1.3.3). (For 111or1ar 1111 111oislure di/fi1sivi1y could he obtained. An apprnxi111alio11 of !he 

111oi.1111re di/f11.1i ,·i11 -f11r 111 11r/or Ml. is g in'11 i11 appendix A.3). 
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APPENDIX A.2 MORTAR SAMPL E PREPARATION 

Thi s appendix describes the preparation of the mortar samples used in the present stud y. In 

order to get rcprocluciblc mortar. the sand used fo r the preparati on of these mortars was 

made out o f frac tions. These were sifted according to NEN 2560 and NEN 59 16 out o f 

ordinary maso nry sand (metselzancl 0-3 mm. de Boo. Eindhovcn). The grading charac

teri stic o f the sand used. is given in table A2. l , and fal ls within the limits given by 

NEN 3835. 

gra in size fracti on 

(mass %) 

1-2 mm IO 

0.5-1 mm 30 

250-500 pm 30 

125-500 pm 30 

< 125 pm -

total 100 

Tahle A2. I The grading characteristic o(the sand 11sed/i1r the mortar. 

Portl and cement A (ENC i. Dutch Cement Industry) was used as a binding agent. It was 

chosen to use a cement sand rati o o f I : 4.5 (VIV) = I 5.6 (M/M). The mass density of 

the sand and mortar were measured confo rm NEN 5927: P , and = 1500 kg m·3 and 

P<"c·n,c•nt - 1200 kg 111 ·-' . 

TWll va ri ations o l' mortar were used : with (MM) and without air-entraining agent (MZ). 

Thi s agen t is added to make the mortar easier \\Orkablc. Use was made of Ti llman mort ar 

stabili zer T .t'v1. (an Nr 1..\01. Ti llman B. V.). The \\a ter con ten t of each mortar was clc1e r-

111inL'd using NI-:!\ >.5> -l. l) IN 1060 and DI N 116-l . These tests :1im io acid so much \\"ater 

1,1 the 111orwr that it is \\·,i rkah lc under practi cal conJi ti,rns. 
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The mort ars were made according to a standard procedure, i.e., DIN I I 64 (using a Hobart 

mi xer type N-50). The a ir content o r eac h mortar was the n determ ined acco rding to 

/\STM C 185. In table /\2.2 the compositi on and air-co ntent o f the mortars arc given. 

The samples were made by pouring the mortar in tcll on ho lders. Aft er a week the samples 

were taken out o r these ho lders. The sampl es were then a ll owed to harden fo r a total o f 28 

days a t 293 K and 60 % RI I. 

mortar dry sand cement wate r I% so lutio n o r air co ntent of 

type (mass % ) (mass %) (mass%) a ir-entraining mortar 

agent (mass%) (vo lume %) 

MZ 70.5 I 2.5 17 - 2 

MM 72 13 13.5 I 15 

Tahle .112. 2 ( 'omposition and air content of' the /\\'O types of' mortar. 
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APPENDIX A.3 NUM ERICAL DETERMINATION OF THE MOISTURE 

DIFF USIVITY FROM MOISTURE PROFIL ES 

In thi s appendi x the vari ous steps in the numerical determ inati on of the moisture 

diffusivity from measured moisture profiles during water absorpt ion and drying wi ll be 

given in more detai l. 

A.3.1 WATER ABSOR PTION 

I- Determinat ion or the moisture profiles during water absorption with NM R. During 

these measurements a time stamp is added to each data point. 

2- Boltzmann transformati on A= x r '' of each data point. Because o r the presence of the 

electrical senso r and the water reservo ir the data fo r x < IO 111111 can not be used. These 

transformed profiles arc given in figure 4.3. 

3- From these transformed experimenta l moisture profiles, A= 1\0). the moisture diffusivity 

can be determined by equation 4.6: 

4- Starting at the intersec ti on of the data wi th the hori zon tal A-ax is (A
0

• 0
0
). the data are 

integrated numericall y down to the moisture content of interest 0. 

5- To determine (d0/dA) at the moisture content of interest. a spline approximati on of the 

data is performed. Si nce the transformed data conta in a very steep front , it is difficult 

to fit a spline directl y to these data. Therefore the moisture content was squared , giving 

a more smoothl y varying function. To the resu lting data (A, 02
) a cubic-spline was fitted 

with 4 to 5 knots. minimizing the squares sum of relati ve deviations. The resulting 

spline is used to ca lcu late (dO/d),) at the moisture content or interest. 

6- The integral obtai ned at step ➔ is divided by the loca l deri vati ve obtained at step 5 to 

give the moisture diffusivity at the moisture content or interest. Thi s proced ure (4➔6) 

is repeated over the full moisture content range to giYc the moisture clillusi\·ity D0 as a 

function o r the moisture content 0. The resulting moisture dillusiviti es arc give n in 
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fi gure 4.4. 

/\.3.2 DRYING 

I - Determination of the mo isture profiles during drying w ith NMR. During these measure

ments a time stamp is added to each data point. 

2- ;\ least-squares fit using cubi c sp line is performed to the data representing the mo isture 

co ntent as a function of time fo r eac h positi on of the grid for scanning. For each fit a 

number of knots eq ua l to one quarter of total measuring time in hours is used (e.g. , for 

40 ho urs IO knots). The moisture profile a t a spec ifi c time. i.e. , each hour (in the case 

o f sand-lime brick each 2 hours). is calculated by interpo latio n using these cubic 

splines. T he resulting mo isture profiles are given in fi gure 4 .7. 

3- The mo isture diffusiv ity can be calculated from these interpolated moisture profiles by 

eq uatio n 4.10: 

In thi s equatio n use is made of the fac t that the parti a l derivative of 0 with respect to x 

is zero at the vapour tight bottom (x = /). 

4- For the calculation of (80/8t) a t each position the splines obtained at step 2 are used. 

These derivatives are numericall y integrated down to the positi on of interest, x1. 

5- To ca lcul ate (80/8x) at the positi on of interest a least- squares c ubic spline approx ima

ti on of eac h mo isture profiles is made. For eac h profile. typ icall y consisting of 165 data 

po ints. 25 to 30 knots are used. (30/8x) is numeri call y ca lcula ted fro m these c ubic 

splines. 

6- Using the integra l obtained at step 4 and the deri vative obta ined at step 5 the moisture 

diffus ivity is calcu lated fo r the positi on o f interes t. corresponding to a moi sture content 

0. Thi s procedure (4➔6) is repeated for a ll pro fil es to g ive the mo isture diffusivi ty as a 
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functi on o f the mo isture content. The resulting moi sture diffusiviti es are given in fi gure 

4.10. Only those reg ions o f the mo isture profiles are used. where the effects o r 

inhomoge ne iti es a rc re la ti ve ly small and the situatio n can be regarded as isothermal. 

( For instance. negati ve va lues o r the mo isture diffusivity. which are mere ly a result o r 

the inhomoge ne iti es. a rc not taken into account ). 
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APPENDIX A.4 PROGRAM MOVI ES 

With thi s thes is comes a di sk (3.5''. 1.44 Mb) containing the program MOV IES. Using thi s 

program you can see short movies showing the experimental result s and simulati ons give n 

in chapter 4 and 5. This program will run on any IBM compatible PC with VGA, from 

286 upwards. 

Installation options: 

a)- you can run the program direct ly from disk ( execution of the program is rather slow). 

6)- copy the contents of the di sk to any directory on yo ur hard di sk. 

c)- go to the di sk A: \ and type INSTALL. 

The program will be installed on your hard di sk in the directory C:\PHDPEL 

Getting started 

- step I type MOVIES 

- step 2 : You wi 11 now sec an introduction screen. 

press ENTER or c li ck on OK with the mouse. 

- step 3 : Now yo u will sec a fil e index of' the avail able movies. Choose the movie you 

want to see by either: 

- using the cursor keys and then pressing ENTE R. 

- clicking on the movie with the mouse. 

- by pressing TAB. typing in the name of' the movie. and pressing ENTE R. 

More informati on on the various movies can be found under: Fi le In formation. 

- step 4 : Now yo u wil l sec measured or simulated moisture profiles as a funct ion of the 

tim e. While the movie is playing. the fo llowing options arc avail able : 

E = end the movie and go back to the fil e index menu 

S = stop the movie 

F = go forward one time-step 

B = go backward one time-step 

C = continue 

- step 5 You can end the program by clicking on 1-: XIT with the mouse or by typing 

ALT- I:. 
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The following movies (*.MOV) arc available: 

- Computer simulations or the moisture profiles during absorption: 

ABSBRIVE 

/\BSBRIRZ 

/\BSMORMZ 

/\BSGYPSU 

/\l3SSANLI 

: ABSorption fired-clay l3Rlck VE 

: ABSorption fired-cla y BRlck RZ 

: ABSorption MORtar MZ 

: ABSorption GYPSUm 

: ABSorption SANd-Llme brick 

- Moisture profiles as measured during drying: 

DRYBRIR/, : DRYing fired-clay BRlck RZ 

DRYSANLI : DRYing SANnd-Llme brick 

DRYGYPSU : DRYing GYPSUm 

DRYMORMZ : DRYing MORtar MZ 

- Moisture profiles during drying as simulated for a sample of 25mm for various 

values of the moisture diffusivity at 45% RH: 

SIMRZ650 

SIMRZ700 

SIMRZ750 

SIMSL675 

SIMSL 725 

SIMSL775 

: SIMulation fired-cl ay brick RZ logO(45% RH)= -6.50 

: SIMulation fired-clay brick RZ logO(45% RH)= -7.00 

: SIMulation fired-clay brick RZ logO(45% RH)= -7.50 

: SI Mulation Sand-Lime brick logD( 45% RH)= -6. 75 

: SIMulation Sand-Lime brick logO(45% RH)= -7.25 

: SIMulation Sand-Lime brick logO(45% RH)= -7.75 

- Moisture prnliles as measured during water absorption from brick to mortar or 

,·rum mortar to brick: 

C;\13SGI IM/. : Al3Sorption sample !ired-clay brick GH / mortar MZ 

C' /\BSMZGI I : /\l3Sorption sample mortar MZ / fired-clay brick GH 

( '/\13SG7.MM · /\HSorption sample Ii red-clay brick GZ / mortar MM 

l ·;\13SMM(i/. : Al3Sorption sample mortar MM / !ired-clay brick GZ 

C/\ 13SRI ll'vl/. : /\13Sorption sample Ii reel-clay brick RH / mortar MZ 
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APP ENDIX A.5 MORT AR DIFFUSIVITY 

For mortar without air-entra ining age nt (MZ) a moisture diffusivit y. which approximately 

models the measured drying behav iour given in fi gure 4. 7d. was eonstruet.:d by tri al and 

error. Thi s moisture diffusivity is plotted in fi gure AS. I . A computer sim ulation of the 

moi sture profiles using thi s moisture diffusivity is plotted in fi gure A5.2. 

-5 ,------------------, 
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Figure A5. ! The moisture Jiffi,s ivity ji1r J,y ing constructed j iJr mortar (MZ), which 

approximately 111oclels the measured drying behaviour (see Fig ./. 7d). 
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Figure 115.2 II co111pu1er simulalion 11( !he d1ying of 111orlar (MZ) using !he moislure 

d if/i 1sivi1y pl1111ed in figure 115. l . The lime be/\reen subsequen l profiles is I hour and 1he 

profiles are given for a period ./8 h11urs. 
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APPENDIX A.6 BRICK/MORTAR WAT ER ABSORPTION SIMULA TION 

In thi s appendi x computer simulations or the absorption by an idea li zed brick/mortar 

sample will be presented. These simulati ons arc onl y meant as an illustrati on or the phe

nomena observed in the experiments described in chapter 5. Computer simulati ons were 

perfo rmed or the moisture pro fil es during water absorption by a sample of I 05 mm fired

clay brick (G I I) and 45 mm mortar (M Z). It is assumed that the mortar is homogeneous. 

Since it was fo und in the ex periments that the mortar absorption decreases with almost a 

fac tor 3 towards the brick/mortar interface a diffusion coeffi cient was constructed accord

ingly. The coeffic ient s o r the exponenti al functi on desc ribing the moisture diffusivity for 

absorption and the capillary moisture content at the boundary used in the simulati ons are 

given in tab le A6. I . 

D
0 

(m)s-1) p (-) o cap (m-' m-' ) 

brick (GH) 2.58x I o-g 37.2 0.208 

mortar (MZ) 5. 62x I 0·1
" 32.2 0. 170 

Tahle A6. I The coefficients of the exponential f imction. D0=D"exp({30). descrihing the 

moisture diffi1.1"il'ity fii r absorption and the capillwy moisture content. 0.,,". elf the bound

w y. x =O. used in the computer simulations. 

In the simulations a linear relationship is assumed between the moisture content of the 

fired-clay brick and the mortar at the bri ck/mortar boundary. To simulate a j ump in the 

sucti on, it is assumed in addition that in the brick (in case of absorption from mortar to 

brick) or in the mortar ( in case of absorption fro m brick to mortar) water abso rpti on will 

onl y occur up to 70% of their respec ti ve capillary moisture contents near the interface. The 

results of these simulations are given in fig ure A6. I . 
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Figure A6. I Computer simulations of moisture profiles durinx water absorption in a 

sample r4jired-clay hrick ((if-/) and mortar (MZ). The time between subsequent profiles is 

900 s /hr ah.wnption/i·om brick to mortar and 1800 sfor absorptionji·om mortar to brick. 

The profiles are ?,i1·en /i1r a period of 6 hours and 12 hours, respectively. 
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STELLJNGEN 

I . Bij de publikatie van gemeten eendimensionale vochtprofielen dient de resolutie van de 

gebruikte meetmethode vermeld te worden. 

2. De constante snelheid van het intrekkend droogfront kan worden gebruikt om de 

vochtdiffusiecoefficient van poreuze materialen bij lage vochtgehalten te modelleren. 

Dit proeffchri(t. hoofdstuk 4. 

3. Carpenter et al. calibreren ten onrechte de vochtprofielen, gemeten met kernspin

resonantie bij opzuiging onder atmosferische condities, met behulp van een onder 

vacuum verzadigd preparaat. 

TA. Carpenter, E.S Davies, C. Hall, L.D. Hall, W.D. Hoff and M.A . Wilson. Mate

rials and Structures 26, 286-292 (/993) 

4. De aanname dat een gecomprimeerde filterkoek een lineair porositeitsprofiel heeft, 

maakt de berekening van de plaatsafhankelijkheid van de elasticiteitsmodulus eenvoudi

ger, maar is niet realistisch. 

C Buuer.rnck, Chem. Eng Sci. 49, I I ./5-1 / 60 (I 99.:/) . 

5. De resultaten van de opzuigexperimenten van Prazak el al. , met name de herverdeling 

van het water. kunnen verklaard worden door rekening te houden met hysterese

effecten. 

J Prazak. J Ty 1roniak. F Peterka and T. .~lone, Gesundheits-!ngenieur I JO. 308-312 

(/989) 



STELLING EN 

6. Oat Adebayo et al. en Luard en Griffin geen relatie vinden tussen de turgordruk in het 

mycelium en de groeisnelheid van de schimmel, wordt mede veroorzaakt doordat de 

waterpotentiaal van de celvloeistof in het mycelium niet in evenwicht is met de water

potentiaal van het substraat. 

A.A. Adebayo, R.F Harris and WR. Gardner, Trans. Br. Myca/. Soc. 57. 145-151 

(/971). 

E. J Luard and D. M Griffin, Trans. Br. Myca/. Soc. 76, 33-40 (I 971). 

7. I-let door Platten gevonden minimum in de vochtdiffusiecoeffici ent voor waterabsorptie 

wordt ge'introduceerd door de lage resolutie van de gebruikte meetmethode. 

A.K Pla/len. PhD thesis, University of Manchester, UK (/985). 

8. De in artikel 19 van het promotieregelement gevraagde leesbaarhe id en vermeningvul

digbaarheid van de di ssertatie kan ook worden bereikt met moderne informatiedragers. 

Deze informatiedragers hebben als bijkomend voordeel dat computer-animaties van 

complexe processen kunnen worden opgenomen. 

9. De overhe id zal in de nabij e toekomst tot regelgeving moeten overgaan om misbruik 

van "real-time" beeldmanipulatie te voorkomen. 

I 0. 1 n tcgenstclling tot het gebruik ervan bij wedstrijdkano 's, is de mogelijke toepassing 

van cement en bcton in de zweefvliegerij nog opmcrkelijk weinig onderzoc ht. 




